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The Cakewalk and it’s Role in the Evolution of Jazz
First let us define a cakewalk. It is a flamboyant strutting dance
done by plantation slaves for the pleasure of their master and his
guests. Participants would dress up in fancy clothes handed down to
them from their masters and improvise fancy dance steps to lively
music. The couple that presented the most exciting and colorful dance
would win a prize - a cake, thus the name cakewalk. The music is
characterized by the old poetic mode of short, long, short. (amphibrach)
- a term meaning - “short (brachys) on either side (amphi - long), which perfectly describes the foot - a stressed syllable surrounded by
two unstressed syllables.) Thus the cakewalk rhythm appears as:
This cakewalk rhythm appears in some of the early jigs, reels,
and quadrilles transported to America.
Ex. 1 - Original Jigs and Reels - 1899 - D. S. Godfrey
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Ex. 3 - The Silver Wedding - c1880’s - F. B. H. Muller

The first Negro composition appeared in the 1780’s, the era our
copyright office opened. It was a jig-style tune. The jig was the most
popular dance in Europe during the 15th century and it represented the
basic dance from which all other social types have derived. Among the
education of a new slave was to integrate him into the plantation
community and what better activity to bring to him but the dance.
These first dances were patterned after the Irish jig. This jig dance
pattern was somewhat similar to his African dances and he was able to
assimilate these jigs with little or no difficulty. Thus the dance that was
used for plantation inter-social activities was the jig, which leads to the
music used in the early Cakewalks.
By the time of the pre-Civil War period there appeared a distinct
Negro musical class. The development of such a class was an inevitable
prelude to the development of a truly popular Negro music developed
from the period’s music of European origin. This Negro musical class
accounted for the majority of all southern Negro dance music in the
years preceding the Civil War. These musicians occupied a position on
the plantation hierarchy only slightly below that of a household slave.
As a result they were given more privileges than the other slaves and
became better equipped to contribute to the changing social patterns
that dominated the cultural activities of the Negro community. It was
also these Negro musicians that were called upon by their masters to
entertain their guests at social functions on the plantation. This
situation was the setting for the evolution of the Cakewalk and its
maturity into a popular activity on the plantations of the South.
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The Cakewalk rhythm also appears in only a few spirituals in
“Slave songs of the U.S.” by Allen, Ware and Garrison.
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Ex. 6 - Musieu Banjo - Negro Spiritual

In Gottschalk’s “Ojos Criollos, there appears a juxtaposition of
the cakewalk and the Habanera rhythms, with syncopation in the bass.
The cakewalk figures appear in another Cuban dance “Di Que si.”
(Both are found in Carpentier’s La Musica en Cuba, page 119)
In “Mellows” by Robert Emmett Kennedy (Uncle of legendary
New Orleans cornetist Emmett Hardy) we find the Negro spiritual “I’m
Going Home on a Cloud” which uses the cakewalk rhythm:
Ex. 7 - I’m Goin’ Home On A Cloud - Emmett Kennedy
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We also find the cakewalk rhythm when the French contradance
was transplanted to Haiti in the 18th century. It appears in the bass of a
contradanza titled ‘Los Merengazos.’
Ex. 8 – Los Merengazos

The Cakewalk rhythm was also an important element in the
music of the Incas found in R. & H. d’Harcourt, La Musique des Incas
et ses susrvivances.
Ex. 9 – Music of the Incas

The Cakewalk rhythm is also found in the tune Round’ de corn,
Sally, an old Negro song.
Ex. 10 –

The typical Huayno kaypipas, from Cuzco, Peru, uses the
Cakewalk rhythm. How much of an influence the two examples of Inca
music had on the music of the early Cakewalk is not known.
Ex. 11 – Inca melody
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The Cakewalk rhythm is a syncopated one and can be traced in popular American
music through ragtime and the jazz era, although its use in ragtime and jazz was
modified and appeared as what is called united syncopation. A large amount of rags
and jazz tunes contain the cakewalk rhythm either in the introduction or in the
main theme.
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In the cakewalks the element of syncopation was stressed
throughout a complete composition. The element of syncopation
becomes a very important musical element in early Negro jigs and reels,
and in the cakewalk, the rag, and the jazz song of the 20’s. We find the
in early minstrel music, which, if
appearance of the Scotch snap
followed by a third note, becomes the cakewalk rhythm
. Thus the
natural appearance in early Negro music of the short, long, and shorts
rhythmic element.
Jasen in “Rags and Ragtime” states: “It was the cakewalk that
had the distinction of being the first syncopated style of music to
become popular in America, and its influence would be felt in some of
the earliest published rags. The cakewalk anticipated Tin Pan Alley
dance songs of the next decade.”
Tin Pan Alley was the American public’s musical source for the
popular music of the era. As a product, the cakewalk probably bore
little resemblance to the music the blacks used to accompany their
dancing of the cakewalk. Blacks, like Fred Stone of Detroit, who wrote
cakewalks, used the Tin Pan Alley format. In this commercial format,
cakewalks were 2/4 instrumentals, eventually using a vocal rendition in
the trio parts of the cakewalk, used mostly because of the success of the
coon song. (See Ex. 46). A cakewalk was written using a simple march
structure and using simple syncopation within the cakewalk’s basic
rhythm. Compositionally the cakewalks published were unpianistic
pieces, involving single note and easily remembered melodic lines. The
cakewalks, for the purpose of selling sheet piano music, were often
arranged for piano (as were the marches of the day) but the cakewalk
basically remained an instrumental music. With his close relationship
to the march, J. P. Sousa played cakewalks on his band programs and
was responsible for the cakewalk’s European popularity. We find an
advertisement out of “The Call” of San Francisco on June 10, 1900 that
states that “Paris has gone rag time wild.” While this headline describes
Sousa’s selections of ragtime on his programs, the music shown is the
Abe Holzmann cakewalk “Bunch O’ Blackberries,” further showing
that the two words were used synonymously for the popular style music
of the era.
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Ex. 26 - Advertisement for Sousa in Paris

Sousa, on his European tours from 1900 to 1904, carried the
cakewalk to London, Paris, Moscow, and elsewhere, making of point of
featuring a drummer who could “syncopate” while the band played the
popular cakewalk “At a Georgia Campmeeting” as an encore. Sousa’s
influence can be seen in Stravinsky’s “Ragtime for Eleven
Instruments,” and Debussy’s “Golliwog’s Cakewalk” and testify to
Sousa’s influence abroad.
One of the true predecessors of the cakewalk was Fred
Neddesmeyer’s “Happy Hottentots Patrol” Characteristic of 1889, a
banjo imitation piece that contained scattered syncopation, and makes
use of united syncopation and other ethnic-suggesting features such as
pentatonic and minor modes. As a syncopated march type, it contains
important traits of ragtime.
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Neddesmeyer produced the first self-proclaimed cakewalk,
“Opelika Cakewalk (1892) published by Schott of New York. It
featured a then-conventional rhythm patter of 2 long beats followed by
busier phrasing, possibly in emulation of a banjo.
“Rastus On Parade” was probably the first truly syncopated
cakewalk. It was written in 1895 by Kerry Mills (1869-1948) and
notated as a “Two-step March.” Mills was one of the most popular and
prolific popular song composers of the era. He was a classically trained
musician and was skilled on the violin. The song established which soon
became a cakewalk harmonic cliché by beginning in a minor key and
moving to the relative major, a policy that later cakewalk writers
followed with a sub-dominate section. “At A Georgia Campmeeting,”
also by Mills, was likewise self-published at first, as all the musical
firms he submitted it to rejected it. The instant success of this song
(which used the Civil War melody of “Our Boys Will Shine Tonight”)
ushered in the cakewalk as a Tin Pan Alley rage. Mills is said to have
begun writing cakewalks as a musical protest against the vulgar racial
stereotypes that were projected in the minstrels and especially in the
coon songs. He sought to present his music in a more genteel decorous
social setting than previously used to sell popular sheet music. As a
sheet music hit “Georgia” remained on the popular music scene for a 5
or 6 year life span and remained as one of the cornerstones of early
cakewalks. (See: Ex. 47)
The Cakewalk craze, precipitated by Kerry Mills erupted as
ragtime made its debut in sheet music form. There was little distinction
between the cakewalk and the early rag and their names were mixed
together, both becoming catchwords for this new, syncopated style of
music. Many early ragtime composers drew upon cakewalk rhythms
but most early cakewalk composers seldom tackled the ragtime style,
even after it had replaced the cakewalk in popularity. By a process of
semantic judging, cakewalks like Sherman’s Swisher’s “King of Rags”
(1908), (See: Ex. 67) and Kerry Mill’s “Ragtime Dance” (1909) (See: Ex.
69) were sold as ragtime to a public that made no real distinction
between the two genres, except to regard the latter as more fashionable.
Even before ragtime became popular and the cakewalk became more
passe, the two terms were used capriciously by the music industry. In
1898, Harry Von Tilzer’s coon song was entitled “Rastus Thompson’s
Ragtime Cakewalk”. (See. Ex. 52) Arthur Pryor’s “Southern
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Hospitality” (1899) (See: Ex. 55) was described as a ragtime cakewalk.
A cakewalk written by Fred Stone was titled “Bos’n Rag”. (See: Ex. 58)
In reality the first three published rags, in fact, were actually
cakewalks - “Mississippi Rag” (1897), (See: Ex. 56) Beebe’s “Ragtime
March” (1897) and Hamilton’s “Ragtime Patrol” (1897). While many of
Krell’s orchestral compositions were labeled as ‘the first rag-time two
steps ever written”, they presented no departure whatsoever from
established cakewalk conventions, beginning in the customary minor
key and presenting a slightly syncopated, single note melody. If the
composer or the publisher attached any musical significance to the term
“ragtime” it probably meant only that the piece used “syncopation.”
Even as a syncopated two-step, “Mississippi Rag” was not novel in any
respect, but belonged in the same category as Kerry Mill’s “Rastus on
Parade.”
When J. P. Sousa and his band toured Europe, included in their
repertoire were a number of cakewalks (not rags). These were played
for the crown kings of Europe (including Emperor William of
Germany, the Czar of Russia and King Edward VII). Two of the songs
reported as being played were “Smoky Mokes” and “Georgia CampMeeting.” Both these tunes were cakewalks, not rags. It is another
example of the two genres being mixed-up.
In October of 1897, Northrup’s “Louisiana Rag” used a theme
then known as “Pasmala.” It contrasted cakewalk devices with a very
ambitious use of syncopation. “Louisiana Rag’s” opening section had a
pronounced cakewalk rhythm. It used three different rhythm patterns
that removed it from the realm of dance music and in its own way
paved the way for pianistic ragtime. Louisiana Rag plainly echoed what
was really already the establishment of a pianist tradition of ragtime.
(See: Ex. 48)
Minstrel Ernest Hogan created a comedy dance called the
“Pasmala” which consisted of a walk forward with 3 steps back. He also
wrote a song “La Pas Ma La” which meant ‘mixed step.’
In examining a number of early minstrel music we find very little
syncopation. (See: Ex. 27)
The beginnings of the Cakewalk as we know it were said to be in
1877 with the publication of “Walking For Dat Cake, by Braham. (See:
Ex. 40)
Jasen has a brief discussion of the development of the early
cakewalk:
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“When not intended for dancing, the cakewalk had a descriptive
character, purporting to depict a slow, high-kicking improvisatory
black dance (done by couples competing for a prize cake). Though
believed to be of plantation origin, the dance became familiar to the
general American public through stage representations, beginning with
Harrigan and Hart’s “Walking For Dat Cake (1877). Some two decades
later it became a vaudeville sensation owing to its Broadway
presentation by Bert Williams and George Walker, the country’s bestknown black entertainers, whose likeness appears on the first edition of
the Maple Leaf Rag sheet music.
Soon the Cakewalk was a high society pastime, both here and
abroad. Among blacks it remained less respectable. W. E. B. DuBois,
writing in The Philadelphia Negro, an 1899 sociological study, relegated
it to the bottom third of black society, and remarked of local cakewalk
gatherings: “they are accompanied by much drinking, and are attended
by white and black prostitutes.”
There followed numerous publications of cakewalks, the style
reaching its zenith in 1899. On the cover of a published cakewalk we
find it called by various stylistic names: a cakewalk, two-step, march,
polka and/or a rag. Regardless what appeared on the cover the
composition was primarily a cakewalk in style and form. The influence
of the cakewalk rhythm and its use of syncopation eventually evolved
into what became known as ragtime. The rag became a more musically
developed cakewalk, eventually dropping the cakewalk rhythm with
more use of dotted notes and united syncopation. Early rags and jazz
songs still used the cakewalk rhythm modified with variations of the
rhythm, which developed into what has been called secondary rags.
These rags were more musically developed and demanded a more
technical musical ability then the early, simpler cakewalk compositions.
The rag was also described in the front cover of the sheet music as
being able to be used as a rag, a Cakewalk, March, or two-step without
any change in the music except for perhaps a tempo change. The form
of the cakewalk is almost exact to the march form, which of course is
the form of ragtime. Many early cakewalks had the traditional use of
the Cakewalk rhythm in the 13 and 14th bars. (See: Ex. 36)
Minstrel music had depended on Black folk sources for material.
In the early 1890’s the American popular music market was
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bombarded by Negro subjects using such designations as “Ethiopian
Oddities,” “Darky Songs,” “Plantation Songs,” and especially “Coon
Songs.” These all had the mark of the minstrel tradition, but were
produced outside the minstrel show. They were included in musical
revues and in many of the specialty acts. The “coon song” soon became
a craze and its momentum revitalized the blackface impersonations as a
staple musical routine.
By 1895, a new vogue was in full bloom, with popular songs
described as “characteristic march and two-step” songs, or “patrols,”
and “cakewalks,” all based on black folk themes. The coon song and
the cakewalk gained popularity, and with the popularity of the
cakewalk, the coon song began to have less appeal. The publishers even
tried to put the coon lyrics into cakewalks. Cakewalk syncopation soon
changed into what was called united syncopation and thus the mixing of
the two names - cakewalk and rag. It was the introduction of cakewalks
into piano music that crystallized the different musical elements of
keyboard music that evolved into the piano rag. We can see this as
music was published using the notation “rag” (ex: “Mississippi Rag” - a
cakewalk; and Joplin’s “Original Rags” also a cakewalk). In reality it is
only a matter of terminology at first, with the two words (cakewalk and
rag) being used synonymously, until each was established with musical
characteristic that became definitive styles of their own. It was an
evolution from Negro folk tunes, to the cakewalk, to the early rag, to the
secondary rags, and finally to jazz. The coon song was a fad in a more
common rhythm of popular songs of the era. The ‘coon’ song contained
very little syncopation, using the cakewalk rhythm sparingly, the words
being the definite characteristic of the ‘coon’ song.
The word rag was used as a very comprehensive word. In M. A.
Bickford’s article “Something About Ragtime,” in the Sept. 1913 “The
Cadenza States:
“The term “ragtime” ….was not coined until about twenty years
ago (Sic: 1897), but it has had a very active existence since that time,
and shows no immediate signs of being obliterated. “The Mobile Buck,”
a peculiar “stop time” Negro dance, popular about two generations ago,
was one of the first numbers of this character to become the rage, and
in its wake came “The Darkey’s Dream” (still well liked) which contains
considerable syncopation, though it is not strictly a ragtime
composition. Soon after this Kerry Mills’ “Rastus on Parade,” “Georgia
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Camp Meeting” and “Whistling Rufus” swept the country (England as
well) and American ragtime (Sic: again, these were cakewalks called
ragtime) was thoroughly and irrevocably launched.”
Leo Oehmler, in the Musical Observer of Sept. 1914 in an article
entitled “Ragtime,” also uses ragtime to relate the publication of Kerry
Mills’ “Georgia Camp Meeting.” He writes:
“Mr. Kerry Mills of New York was probably the first person to
launch a ragtime piece on the musical market, no doubt innocent as a
lamb at the time he set afloat his “Georgia Camp Meeting,” that the
syncope fever would follow in the wake of this famous opus. (Sic: again,
“Camp Meeting” is a cakewalk.) (See page 76 for more on this song.)
Improvising only became important after ragtime. Pianist would
rag a tune, which really was more like an embellishment than
improvising. Many feel that the beginning of jazz was in the Chicago
style where improvising became an important part of the style. New
Orleans early jazz/dance band music was played by both the classically
trained orchestras (mostly by the Creoles of Color), and the bands of
those who did not read music - known as ‘faking’ musicians. Bands that
became known as jazz bands started out as regular dance bands but
without the classical training of the “society orchestras.” These early
“jazz/dance” bands would listen to the reading bands, and by ear, learn
their part. If they couldn’t get a certain part, they would ‘fake’ it, thus
the beginning, in a small way; the improvising that later became an
important part of jazz. Jazz is a style, a way of playing music, not
completely an improvised music. Many people voiced an opinion that if
jazz is written down it is not jazz. I do not agree with that. It was the
written music that enabled jazz to evolve into its later style. Jazz did not
‘invent’ improvising; improvising began with the first notes of ancient
music, and continued throughout the history of music. Beethoven and
the great masters all improvised. They wrote variations, which are
really written down improvising. Improvising lost its popularity after
the romantic period of music when concert artist would improvise a
given melody as an encore to their program. Most early jazz bands,
when a piano was available, would use a woman pianist. These women
pianist could read music, many playing for their church choirs. The
early bands would secure a ‘lead sheet’, have the pianist play it, and
after hearing it would work out their parts to fit the played harmony
and melody. After much experience with this procedure the musicians
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could hear a piece once and fit a part to it. One could call this
improvising but they were only working out their part, there were no
solo choruses when they played the finished product, which was strictly
for dancing. Remember that early jazz was dance music. The collective
improvising of the early New Orleans jazz bands began in this way.
Even the early jazz recording were worked out, not freely improvised.
They were not really good voice leading or counterpoint but the
musicians tried to have their part fit the harmony played by the pianist.
Jazz evolved by dance musicians adding parts to the harmony and
trying to play the melody as heard or written. When jazz began to gain
popular appeal it was the rhythm that was stressed as it was for
dancing. The syncopation used gave it a ‘swingin’ style, often the
syncopation evolved by the musicians playing their note earlier or later
trying to fit the rhythm that was strict - as it was for dancing. It was the
written jazz arrangements that brought jazz to the mass population. It
was a dance age and dancers demanded a jazz style rhythm, not
improvising.
The cakewalk introduced the dancing public to syncopation and a
sturdy rhythm that was demanded by the dancing public. After the
introduction of the cakewalk and ragtime there was a rush to furnish
jazz style rhythms to the public dancers, thus the importance of written
jazz rhythms that could be played by the wealth of dance bands around
the country. The written music and recordings furnished the public
their demands for this new rhythm that they heard in the early
cakewalks. This evolving of jazz rhythms is like a ladder, with the
bottom steps the minstrel melodies (bringing Negro music to the general
public); the next step - the cakewalks (bringing syncopated rhythms to
the public); next ragtime (beginning as piano music) and finally the jazz
song - the culmination of all the latter musical styles). It can be pointed
out that the cakewalk rhythm is much like the Spanish Havana, its
rhythm also short long short.
We should state here that the melodic and rhythmic
characteristic and the lyrics written for the cakewalk fit like a glove. As
will be observed from the picturesque covers of the sheet music the
cultural stereotype of the Afro-American was prevalent in the
caricatures used on these covers. When lyrics were present they were in
the Negro dialect and stereotype. There is no way to justify this
practice of the times and when given here in the original context, it is
for historic importance.
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The Minstrels
The minstrel show presented individual entertainers imitating
Negro singing and dancing. Thomas “Daddy” Rice, in 1832, was the
first successful entertainer to bring Negro music to the American
public. Negro music was heard and written about by travelers to the
Southern plantations. Their description of Negro music was the only
exposure of this Negro music to the American public during this early
era. Rice interpreted a Negro stable boy’s antics while cleaning a horse
stall, interpreting the song and dance he heard into an act that, after a
successful road trip, Rice ended his tour with great acclaim in New
York City in 1832. This routine became known as “Jim Crow.
Ex. 1- Jim Crow

In February of 1843, four grotesque figures in blackface, wearing
white trousers, striped calico shirts, and blue calico coats with long
swallowtails, appeared on the stage of the Bowery Amphitheater in New
York City. They proceeded to entertain the delighted audience with a
combination of singing, dancing, Negro dialect patter, and instrumental
music played on the banjo, violin, bone castanets, and tambourine.
Their performance concluded with a “walk-around” and “breakdown”
(grotesque plantation dance). This was the historic debut of the
Virginia Minstrels (Ethiopian Band). The leader of this group was Dan
Emmett, the composer of “Dixie.”
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Ex. 2 - The Virginia Minstrels - 1843

This small group of entertainers and the many others to follow
created a new form of public entertainment. Negro minstrels tailored
their entertainment to rural audience in the South and kept its size and
format as a small carnival or gilly with a Jig Top. A Jig Top was a
portion of the tent presenting Negro singing and dancing.
There was little syncopation in early minstrel music. The banjo,
being one of the instruments in the first minstrel band, did not play in a
syncopated style; chords were usually played in strict rhythm. Minstrel
melodies, as used in the minstrels were not syncopated, nor were the
solos played by banjoists (until banjo virtuosos entered the olio part of
the show). Syncopation came into the minstrels when the cakewalk was
introduced into the minstrel shows, usually being the climax of the
show. It was the minstrel show that brought Negro music to the
attention of the American public.
The Origin and History
The early Negro Jigs and Reels combined into a suite called the
Cakewalk. The early Cakewalk was mostly a series of short jigs and
reels. Often other popular music, like a popular plantation song or a
buck and wing tune (The Miss. Rag - 1899) - was in this formula.
In an article in “Rag Times” of July 1975, N.E. Willmorth states:
“Records indicate that maybe as far back as the 1840’s, the slaves
were putting on fandangos and shuffling around to the tune of
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homemade banjos and thumping sticks, and the masters were handing
out cakes to the person or pair who made the best showing and cut the
biggest antics. All during the post-Civil War days and well up into this
century, minstrel shows were very popular, featuring cakewalks as well
as jigs and tap-dancing…. One of these minstrel teams, Williams and
Walker, carried the cakewalk internationally through the tremendous
expertise of their performance…. There was a big burst of cakewalks
published beginning in 1895, reaching its zenith around 1899-1900, and
lasting till around 1904. There was a revival around 1915, which lasted
about 5 months.
Gilbert Chase in his book “America’s Music” mentions the music
of the plantation Negro:
“The songs and dances of the plantation Negroes provided first a
source of amusement for the landowners and their families; and later,
imitated by white entertainers with their faces blackened, the “coon
songs,” “plantation melodies,” and “cakewalks” provided amusement
for the whole country through the immensely popular minstrel shows.”
There was a dance done of the Negroes of Barbados that
resembled a cakewalk. We read:
“At crop-gathering time the people of Barbados danced in
couples, men and women dressed in ‘Sunday best,’ in figures, the steps
of which resembled a ‘cake-walk.” (Vincent Briggs of Barbados in
“Christmas Mummings in Jamaica, by Bechwith)”
Ex. 3 - Painting - By Bechwith

“The Sabbath among slaves,” from Bibb, Narrative of the Life and
Adventures of Henry Bibb, an American Slave (185)
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The Cakewalk came upon the popular American music scene with
a fresh start, with no past associations, good or bad, and the public
clung to this new music. There was not a tear in the Cakewalk, and no
irony, malice, bitterness or regret, and it contains its own laughter and
mirth.
The Cakewalk was originally a plantation dance, to the music of a
Negro Jig. It was the movement they did to banjo music and one could
not sit still upon hearing the music. A Cakewalk was usually held on a
Sunday, when there was little work. The slaves, both young and old,
would dress up in hand me down finery to do a high-kicking, prancing
walk-around. They did take-offs on the high manners of the white folks
in the ‘big’ house, but their masters who gathered around to watch the
fun, missed the point. This procedure (satirizing) was like the double
meaning of their spirituals. It became the custom of a prize being
awarded with the master giving a cake to the couple that did the
proudest movement.
From the plantations it gained popularity and White composers
began writing musical Cakewalks. By 1877 Harrigan and Hart did
“Walking for Dat Cake” (see example 40, page 69).
Ex. 4 - Walking For Dat Cake - Harrigan and Hart - 1876
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The Cakewalk was in show business for a quarter of a century
and then leaped into the national spotlight. It is not possible to describe
the difference between early Cakewalks and early ragtime (which was
actually a cakewalk in reality). The characteristic rhythm of the early
Cakewalk
was one of its most significant elements. The early
Cakewalk was often described with the word ‘rag,’ both titles being
catchwords and synonymous with this new syncopated music of the late
1890’s. The traditional and authentic early Cakewalk had, in the 13th
and 14th measures of the first section, unison, octave melody using the
Cakewalk rhythm.
As the Cakewalk became popular, changes occurred: the
syncopated Cakewalk rhythm was modified and adapted what is now
called '‘united" syncopation. The harmonies began to become more
complicated; Early ragtime was actually a Cakewalk being played as a
piano piece; The Cakewalk was an instrumental genre; the lyrics of the
later Cakewalks, when present, (in the last section of a cakewalk) were
added because of the popularity of the ‘coon’ song, which contained
mostly derogatory lyrics in Negro dialect. The lyrics of ragtime (when
present) did not use the derogatory lyrics of the coon song. The
Cakewalk was dance music; early piano ragtime was more concert
music that would evolve into dance music, leading to the various types
of dances of the Cakewalk era. After a slow build-up in the early 1890’s,
the Cakewalk leaped upon the national spotlight around 1896, into
fashionable homes and throughout the whole white social structure.
Often slaves received special privileges if they were good dancers.
An ex-slave, now a nurse, remarked to Leigh Whipper (former
president of the Negro Actors Guild in New York City) stated that:
“Us slaves watched white folks’ parties, where the guests danced
a minuet and then paraded in a grand march, with the ladies and
gentlemen going different way and then meeting again, arm in arm, and
marching down the center together. Then we’d do it, too, but we used to
mock ‘em, every step. Sometimes the white folks noticed it, but they
seemed to like it; I guess they thought we couldn’t dance any better”
After a while, this woman was taken from one plantation to
another and entered in dancing contests with other slaves, while her
owner wagered on the outcome with other owners. “I won a lot of times.
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Missy gave me a dress and my partner a suit.”(Sic: The use of satire
here is significant) “We used to mock ‘em.”
It opens up a rich, creative vein, although there must have been a
limit to what could be improvised. The Negro was frequently
embroidering upon the mask of what was expected - making oblique
fun of white folks. It was both satisfying and stimulating, since it was
risky, and at the same time, called for subtle improvisations.
The same point was made in the late 1940’s by ninety-year old
Shep Edmonds, discussing the origins of the Cakewalk: “We did a takeoff on the high manners of the white folks in the ‘big house,’ but their
masters, who gathered around to watch the fun, missed the point.”
Maybe the point was not missed. What exactly could the masters
do about it? Any reprimand would be an admission that they saw
themselves in the dance, and they would be the only ones - apparently to whom such a notion had occurred.
The circus also presented cakewalks as part of their opening
parade. “Show Kid” Thompson remembers:
“I joined a small circus, the “Mighty Hagg? With headquarters in
Shreveport, I got a job as cook, but was soon called upon to do the
cakewalk. The featured dancer/comedian was a white man named
Spider, but they need a grand-entrance parade in the ring. So six or
eight of us kitchen help doubled as cakewalkers, wearing huge paioermache heads with top hats, carrying canes, and strutting and prancing
around the ring in time with the music - even the horses cakewalked.”
The year 1897 was a brilliant period for Negro entertainment.
The bright particular stars were the famous team of Williams and
Walker. Ragtime and the worldwide popularity of the cakewalk
sparked this period.
Description
The cakewalk was a prancing, slow drag type of dance. It was
described by different names: the World’s Fair Dance, Clean-up dance,
Jennie Coolen dance, rag, two-step, back step prance, dude walk, stop
time, and the Sidilus walk.
The Cakewalk has a lilt and a syncopated lift never known before
in popular music. The Cakewalk induces a state of ecstasy. Early slave
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spiritual music created a more pathetic state. The Cakewalk is gay and
jubilant. Both black and whites needed a lift during the time of the
Cakewalk’s introduction. The reason for its acceptance and popularity
can be thought of as an escape of the mental attitude of the era at the
turn of the century. The Cakewalk became the only distinctive and
original artistic music up to this time. The cakewalk, like the earlier
polka and schottische, was a strenuous and far from easy dance.
Henry “Rubberlegs” Williams, born in 1907, was a leading
dancer and cakewalker in the era’s entertainment world. He was still
doing the cakewalk as a finale in a small carnival as late as 1922.
Joining the “Sunshine Exposition Show” in 1922, he remarked “they
had a ‘plant,’ that is, a plantation show in the Jig Top and they were
still doing a cakewalk for a finale. That’s when I worked up a strut - I
was considered a pretty good cakewalker, and won the cake most of the
time; never did get to eat it.” The show toured the south, and in New
Orleans Rubberlegs first thrilled to jazz.
Like the gillies and carnivals that set the pattern, the “Florida
Blossoms” show (1925) was divided into three parts. An ‘after concert’
consisting of a few acts from the regular show and a cakewalk finale
was added with an extra admission fee.
The Cakewalk presented a more difficult technique to play than
the waltz, polka and galop, mostly because of its use of syncopation, a
rhythmic device unfamiliar to the world of American music.
Important to understand is that the cakewalk was described with
the title of cakewalk or rag, or even a march or two-step. The basic
music of the Cakewalk is the march.
Scott Joplin’s group of rags began as Cakewalks. Joplin’s
“Original Rags” (1899) (See: Ex. 53) was in reality a group of
Cakewalks combined together. The tune “Swipsey” (1903) was notated
as a Cakewalk on the original sheet music cover (See. Ex. 63) In
examining Joplin’s rags we find that 66% of them contain the
Cakewalk rhythm.
39 % of the introductions of early cakewalks were in a minor key,
while 61% are in a major key. This is different than previously noted by
other writers.
With the popularity of the “coon” song in the mid 1890’s, many
composers inserted, in the last section of the cakewalk, lyrics which
were small ‘coon’ songs, these lyrics only somewhat less grotesque and
derogatory then a ‘coon’ song. This was mostly done to help sell music,
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as the coon song was popular with the American public, only to fade
with the introduction of the Cakewalk and the classic rag. An example
can be seen in the publication of “Remus Takes The Cake” (1896-97).
First published as a “characteristic march & two step dance,” it was a
Cakewalk in style. Less than a year later (with a different sheet music
cover), it was described as a coon song, with added words and
somewhat re-arranged. The two versions that point out this adaptation
from a Cakewalk to a cakewalk/coon song are given: (See. Ex.45, 46,
Pages 68, 69)
There was really no difference between a Cakewalk and a Rag
when the “Mississippi Rag” was published. Kerry Mills, one of the most
popular and prolific composers of early Cakewalks, is said to have
written the first song entitled ‘rag.’ The “Mississippi Rag,” in reality,
was a Cakewalk. It sold as a rag but there was really no difference
between it and a Cakewalk. The rag evolved from the Cakewalk using
smaller rhythmic divisions of syncopation and rhythmic patterns.
Syncopated Cakewalks, two-steps and ragtime became one and the
same. The Cakewalk was the first popular American music using
syncopation with consistency.
It is my believe that syncopation did not exist in African music.
African used a multi-rhythmic system and did not contain a steady
pulse and did not have a heavy accented beat on designated beats. `
Syncopation is defined in the Harvard Dictionary as: “any deliberate
upsetting of the normal pulse of meter, accent, and rhythm.
Syncopation first appeared in the 13th century and was found later in
the music of Machaut in his Mass in 1310, this era in music called the
“Ars Nova. Syncopation reached its all-time peak of complication in the
music of the late 14th century, a time only equaled by the advent of jazz.
Syncopation was used by many of the ‘classic’ composers, especially J.
Brahms in his symphonies, but seldom, if ever, was syncopation used
throughout a complete composition as it was in the Cakewalk.
Syncopation appears rarely in minstrel music and is not seem in
abundance in early Negro folk or spiritual music. In examining the
spirituals appearing in the “Slave Songs of the United States,” by Allen,
Ware and Garrison only - only in about 3% of those spirituals given in
their study can we find use of the cakewalk rhythm. Gradually the
name “Cakewalk” was dropped and music that was previously called a
Cakewalk was now known as a ‘rag.’ By 1903 little reference to a title
on the cover of sheet music was notated as a Cakewalk, most often
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called a rag or two-step or march. Sheet music covers gradually
stopped using the caricatures of Negroes and the titles became more
secular in nature such as “Harlem Rag, or “You’ve Been a Good Old
Wagon” often considered the first rag published. In these early ‘rags’
we see a decreased use of the Cakewalk rhythm, but the Cakewalk
rhythm still is found in many rags and in early jazz tunes. These rags
used more ‘United’ syncopation. The basic Cakewalk rhythm was a
syncopated one as the ‘and’ of the first beat is carried over to the 2nd
beat of a measure. An early appearance of united syncopation appeared
in Northrop’s “Cannon Ball Rag” of 1905. (See: Ex. 66)
We have earlier mentioned that the traditional cakewalk rhythm
appeared in the 13th and 14th measures of the first section of a
Cakewalk. This tradition was lost in the evolution of ragtime. Another
style of the Cakewalk that was not passed on was the use of octaves in
the melody, the rag using more chordal passages and less unison. The
classic rag did keep the chromatic nature of the Cakewalk and the use
of the diminished chord in its harmony pattern. (Ex: the break in the
“Maple Leaf Rag”). The classic rag, as it evolved, lost the ethnic
identification and we find less use of a minor key. The most dramatic
change was the modification of the Cakewalk basic rhythmic figure; the
rag using united syncopation in abundance. The rag, as it evolved from
the Cakewalk, began using more syncopated accents. We see the
appearance of more counterpoint in the inner parts of ragtime. The Rag
also began using what would be known as “jazz breaks,” which appear
more frequently. The Rag also began using dotted rhythms around
1911. The Rag kept the basic march/dance rhythm of the Cakewalk.
By 1895, a new vogue, the two-step patrol, using the Cakewalk
rhythm became popular. (See a piece entitled “Kulluds Koon’s Kake
Walk in 1895, (See: Ex. 40).
Mostly white composers fueled the Cakewalk’s popularity, the
most important: Kerry Mills, Abe Holtzmann and J.B. Lampe (Ribe
Danmark).
The connection of the Cakewalk with the brass band movement
was also important. It also was primarily dance music. The Cakewalk
was also instrumental music. The development of ragtime from
elements of the Cakewalk is evident with ragtime adding its own
elements, which were more adaptable to piano music. Sousa helped the
popularity of the Cakewalk by programming numerous cakewalks as
part of his concert repertoire. As one would expect, many of the
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Cakewalks played were referred to as rags. Sousa’s programs included
Cakewalks, many arranged by his trombonist, Arthur Pryor. While
Pryor is known as one of the great trombone artists, he had training in
popular dance music while playing with his father’s dance band.
Pryor’s arrangements of Cakewalks showed that the Cakewalk was
well suited to instrumental renditions.
Willmorth mentions Sousa’s contribution to the popularity of the
cakewalk, both in America and in Europe, by his bringing the cakewalk
into the main stream of world popular music:
“John Philip Sousa did that. He did a great deal for the cakewalk
by making them part of his repertoire. He especially liked to play Abe
Holzmann’s “Smokey Mokes” and “Hunky Dory,” too; Mills’ “At a
Georgia Camp Meeting” and Lampe’s “Creole Belles.” However, the
band didn’t get nearly all the swing out of the numbers that it might
have. Arthur Pryor also had a brass band that played a lot of rags and
cakewalks, but with a lot more syncopation. Both bands toured
America and Europe, and both bands cut some records…”
The Cakewalk craze has survived most firmly in the wind band
tradition. The rag absorbed and reworked the Cakewalk style and
rhythm. Jazz inter-mixed the Cakewalk/rag tradition with the brass
and string bands of the era.
It might be mentioned that the instrumental groups of this era
were called “brass and string bands.” Depending upon the job, the
same musical organization (one such organization was called “The
Pelican Brass and String Band”) furnished march and funeral music as
well as music for picnics, political rallies, excursions, etc). When booked
for a dance, the organization used the dance ensemble of the era, the
string band. All the various types of groups in a musical organization
used the same musicians - using a smaller group for dance halls, many
times the leader/cornetist also doubled on violin, the tuba player
doubled on string bass and one percussionist was used with the
development of the trap set of drums. The remainder of the dance
group included a clarinet, flute, cornet and trombone from the brass
band.
The development of the Cakewalk provided the link needed
between the Negro folk music with more polished and structured music,
mostly through the various composers who wrote and arranged
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Cakewalks. This is a significant point as the Cakewalk craze evolved
into an art music in the late 1890’s with the genre becoming a more
pianistic music and now called a rag. The Cakewalk formed a major
connection with ragtime. This final transition appeared when arrangers
began making ensemble transcriptions of piano rags.
The Cakewalk had attracted a strong following of listeners who
were oriented toward dance music and toward ensemble arrangements
of dance music. This orientation existed side by side with the ensemble
arrangements of Cakewalks and the pianistic motives of classic ragtime.
The strong march rhythm of the Cakewalk was absorbed into a piano
style and used in subtle ways by classic ragtime composers, but the
Cakewalk still showed traces of its origin and place in instrumental
literature. The “Mississippi Rag” (actually a Cakewalk) was first
advertised as instrumental literature.
The closeness and likeness of the early Cakewalk and early rags
occurred simultaneously and were basically separated by name only.
The Cakewalk quickly absorbed the earlier fads of the minstrels
(excluding the coon song) and other vestige minstrel ideas and did this
through the same process of synthesis absorption.
We find early jazz was still using the Cakewalk rhythms and the
form of the march. (Remember the march was used as dance music).
Sousa’s “Washington Post March” was described on the cover as a
“two-step” dance.
Unlike the minstrel and coon songs, the Cakewalk did not draw
overtly on racist material, but often sold them in the same package namely the caricatures seen on the sheet music covers, Piano sheet
music was the most popular media for presenting music to the public in
this era. The Cakewalk, by 1897 was the gayest, most exciting, most
infectiously lifting music heard to this time. Perhaps one reason for its
popularity and acceptance was the period of time in America that is
evolved in. The era - the turn of the century-1900 - had riots, hunger
marches, threats of revolution - the American people were overly ready
to smile again and to strut and dance the Cakewalk. It amounted to a
fresh start, with no past association, and the public clung to the new
music. The Cakewalk contained a lilt and syncopation never heard
before. The Normanchature “Cakewalk” was the first of the early
dances to disappear from the covers of the sheet music of the era. This
happened around 1904.There was an attempt at a Cakewalk revival
around 1915 which lasted only a few months, never to be heard from
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again on the popular scene of American popular music. (See: Keep
Moving,” 1915 - Ex.71).
The Cakewalk induced a feeling of ecstasy. Early slave music was
mostly pathetic music. The Cakewalks were lively and jubilant. Both
black and white America needed a lift and the Cakewalk was the
catalyst - music can lift a person’s attitude and the way one looks as life.
The arts are the institution that changes society. The Cakewalk served
the same purpose as a march being played before a battle - witness the
Scot’s use of bagpipe music to install patriotic feeling and a feeling of
bravery. The Cakewalk became the first distinctly American music and
artistic creation and captivated the world. People would hear the
Cakewalk, come home and do it.
Road shows such as “Black Patti’s Troubadours and minstrels
carried the Cakewalk nationwide. It was featured in the Olio of the
minstrel show (the variety part of the show). Just before 1897 we find a
Cakewalk craze. Most all of the famous minstrel shows presented the
Cakewalk. One of the most popular minstrel teams - Williams and
Walker - presented a Cakewalk at Koster and Bials on 14th Street in
New York City in 1897 too much applause.
Cakewalking developed into a real art. It was never ‘frozen’ into
a set of dance sets or patterns as the waltz. The Cakewalk depended on
each couple’s gift for improvising steps, struts, and kicks to fit into the
presentation of syncopated rhythms.
The cakewalk was not accepted at first into polite society. In the
Musical Courier of 1899 we read:
“Society has decreed that ragtime and cake-walking is the thing,
and, with amazement and disgust of historical and aristocratic names
joining in this sex dance, for the cakewalk is nothing but an African
“danse du ventra,” a milder edition of African orgies.”
The acceptance of the cakewalk into polite society is seen in the
activities of William K Vanderbilt. Tom Fletcher, society’s favorite
Negro entertainer, was hired to teach the cakewalk to Mr. and Mrs.
William K. Vanderbilt. When vaudevillians Williams and Walker heard
about it they made a formal call at the 5th Avenue mansion of the
Vanderbilts and left the following letter:
“Dear Sir:
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In view of the fact that you have made a success as a cakewalker, having appeared in a semi-public capacity, we, the undersigned
world-renowned cake-walkers, believing that the attention of the public
has been distracted from us on account of the tremendous hit which you
have made, hereby challenge you to compete with us in a cakewalking
match, which will decide which of us shall deserve the title of champion
cake-walkers of the world.
As a guarantee of good faith we have this day deposited at the
office of the New York world the sum of $50. If you propose proving to
the public that you really are an expert cake-walker we shall be pleased
to have you cover that amount and name the day on which it will be
convenient for you to try odds against use,
Yours very truly,
Williams and Walker”
No reply was ever recorded, but by 1898 the Cakewalk needed no
further publicity.
Fletcher has related a story told to him by his grandfather:
“Sometimes on pleasant evenings, boards would be laid down for
an impromptu stage before the verandah so the guests could have a
good view of the proceedings and a real shindig would take place with
singing and dancing. The cakewalk, in that section and at that time, was
known as the chalk line walk. There was no prancing, just a straight
walk on a path made by turns and so forth, along which the dancers
made their way with a pail of water on their heads. The couple that was
the most erect and spilled the least or no water at all was the winner.”
In this description and others we find water glasses sometimes
being used during cakewalk contest.
During the Christmas season there was always a celebration in
which both servants and master celebrated. J. B. Avirett in “The Old
Plantation: How We Lived in Great House and Cabin Before the War,
1901:
“The Christmas festivities were very far from being confined to
the white people, as the servants had their full share of it in their own
way. This was clearly shown by the notes of music, snatches of songs
and the peculiar noise, all their own, of “double shuffle,” “the break
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down,” “chi’kin in de bred tray,” and the graceful “pigeon wing,”
followed by their genuine “cakewalk.”
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s antislavery novel “Uncle Tom’s Cabin
was published in 1851. It was quickly produced on the stage in 1852 and
became a popular favorite. In the early productions there was included
several clever breakdowns, but by 1899 the drama was graced by a
cakewalk. We find in the Dramatic Mirror of April 29, 1899:
“Historical accuracy has been put so far aside that a modern
swell cakewalk was introduced without the least hesitation, and the
various specialties brought in-some of them dragged in-had more the
flavor of last week’s vaudeville than of the South before the war.”
Although there are innumerable stories of how it was ‘invented’
the cakewalk has a long history and was popularized much earlier in
the ‘’Walk Around’, the grand finale of Minstrelsy in which couples
dance, promenade and prance in a circle, improvising fancy steps in
competition.
During its origin the cakewalk, as performed by plantation
Negroes, was a satire on the fine manners of the Southern gentleman.
With its emphasis on humorous improvisation, the cakewalk added
other steps that were readily adapted to Minstrelsy.
In addition to making the U.S. dance-conscious, the cakewalk
furnished a springboard for the rash of dances to come, for during the
competitions stress was placed upon individual invention. “In a
cakewalk you could do anything,” says Willie Glenn. “You could even
do some tap or a Russian dance - but at the finish you grab the girl and
strut and prance off.” It was an incubator of talent, a framework for
new steps, which helped to prepare the way for ballroom dances.”
The cakewalk put the Negro back before the public. It was “a
great exhibition dance with such superb theatrical potentialities,” wrote
Martin Hannah Winter, “that it served as a Negro re-entry permit to
the stage.” The cakewalk furnished an authentic American note in a
period of time when imported operetta and extravaganzas were
eclipsing most of our indigenous theatrical forms.” the cakewalk
profited by the comparison.
Walker and Williams gained little from the vogues that they
helped to popularize as they had little in common with the dilute
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ballroom dances that soon deluged the public, yet the part they played
were crucial. The music and dances they helped create and popularize
were unfretted by past conventions, and the real elements of the 20th
century popular music acquired a style that would supersede the
schottisches, waltzes, and cotillions of the 19th century. The form of the
blend was largely European, but the music, and especially the dance,
was in the American grain.
Chris Ware, in volume one, number two of his fine magazine
“The Ragtime Ephemeralist,” has written an excellent account of the
history of the cake walk which is given below:
THE CAKE WALK
A GENERAL Overview of the Competitive Plantation Dance
which began “all the Rage” in 1890’s America, and Introduced the
Public to “Rag Time.”
“Son,” said my grandfather, “your grandmother and I, we won
all of the prizes and were taken from plantation to plantation. The
dance became a great fad. It took skill and good nerves. Our sizes were
well-balanced, everybody said, and we made a good couple to be called
the champions…The plantation was where shows like yours first
started, son.” (Tom Fletcher, One Hundred Years of the Negro in Show
Business, London: Burdge & Company Ltd., 1954, p. 19)
“Ask most people today what a “cake walk” is, and they’ll likely
say it has something to do with county fairs and bake sales. Or they
might say it means something is particularly easy to accomplish. Maybe
they’ll even occasionally say that something “takes the cake,” if they’re
feeling peculiarly carefree. Likely very few people, however, would
mention slavery. Such inherited blindness is probably a good thing.
Incredibly (at least to this writer’s knowledge), no comprehensive,
thorough study has yet been made of the cakewalk, its antecedents, and
its subsequent yet now-transparent effects upon American culture. The
visual material and surviving effluvia which documented the
cakewalk’s rise to popularity remain particularly unearthed, and
certainly under-reproduced. The brief assemblage which follows hopes
to attempt a slight remedy in that regard, despite its fragmented nonacademic manner, and heavy reliance on secondary sources. Thus, it
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should not be considered a complete study; rather, it means only to take
a somewhat blind stab at dimly illuminating the visual history of this
distinctly American dance, with its distinctly American origins – in
spite of the distinctly American penchant for forgetting.
Slave Robert Cox, the speaker in the quotation which opens this
article, was brought from the Gold Coast of West Africa to New
Orleans sometime in the early nineteenth century. There he was sold to
a Bowling Green, Kentucky family, the Royces, and while living on
their plantation, he met and married Lula May Stewart, the Royce’s
maid; she is the woman to whom he refers as his performing partner.
Tom Fletcher (1873-1954), author of the amazing book from which the
passage is drawn, in preserving his grandparent’s words, provides the
modern reader with some of the earliest personal recollections of this
misunderstood social dance. Even in this brief early excerpt, one can
extract the elements which define the cake walk for generations to
come; it was a couple dance, it was competitive, it was difficult, it
involved grace and refinement, and it involved a prize. But how did the
cake walk start?
It has been suggested many times that the cake walk was an
imitation of white masters’ refined dances, either into, a parody of the
affectations of European high culture. Such a proposition is certainly
intuitive, and there is corroborating evidence. Robert Anderson, a slave
who was born in Green County Kentucky in 1848, recalled an incident
when the master’s family had left the plantation and so they “had a
regular jubilee, which lasted the greater part of the night. We danced
the dances like the white folks danced then, and then danced our own
kind of dances.” (Dena Epstein, "Sinful Tunes and Spirituals," Univ. of
Ill. Press, 1981)In their book “Jazz Dance,” Marshall and Jean Stearns
quote Leigh Whipper’s childhood nurse, referring to her youthful
experiences as a slave, circa 1840: “I was a “strut” girl …Us slaves
watched white folk’s parties where the guests danced a minuet and then
paraded in a grand march, with the ladies and gentlemen going
different ways and then meeting again, arm in arm, and marching
down the center together. Then we’d do it, too, but we’d mock ‘em,
every step. Sometimes the white folks noticed it, but they seemed to like
it; I guess they thought we couldn’t dance any better.” (Stearns, Jazz
Dance, 1968)
Slave dances were generally held around the end of the harvest
season, and there seem to have been two events about which slaves were
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permitted “celebration” and which allowed for either white/black or
intra-plantation cultural exchange: Christmas, and the so-called “cornshucking.” (Rogers Abrahams, Singing the Master, The emergence of
African-American Culture in the Plantation South, Pantheon Books, New
York, 1992)
The first celebration was of a fixed date, the second, changeable,
and sometimes many more times than simply once a year; the harvested
corn would be gathered and piled extraordinarily high (“as high as a
house” in many descriptions) and the plantation’s slaves as well as
slaves from the surrounding area plantations would gather to shuck the
corn. Sometimes the shucking would last long into the night, and on
other plantations it would be over by dawn, the remainder of the
evening spent dancing. “When all the corn was shucked every nigger
would get his gal and there would be some niggers over in the corner to
play for the dance and us would get on the floor to cut some steps.”
(ibid.)
It is dangerous, however, to generalize about slave “culture,” as
the “rules” which governed each plantation were as varied as the
“rules” which govern each household in America today: “We had
dances or anythin’ else we wanted to at night. We had corn shockin’s,
candy pullings, an’ all the whiskey an’ brandy we wanted. We never did
have no sort of celebration at our place. Christmas and New Years was
spent like Sundays. On a place about mile away from us they held big
corn shuckings. We would hear about the enjoyment of it, but none of
us didn’t never get to go. In general, however, it is fair to generalize
that the “corn shucking” was a time when slaves were “freer” to enjoy
themselves, and, more importantly, it was a time when slaves from
other plantations would intermix, allowing for the exchange of customs
specific to individual plantations. It is possible that this “network” was
the manner by which particular Afro-American dances such as the
cakewalk were spread throughout the country.
The corn shucking frequently had an element of competition to it;
a prize awarded to the fastest and most copious “shucker”; when corn
shucking time came we had another big party. A prize was given to
whosoever shucked the most corn. Sometimes the prize would be a
quart of whiskey, sometime two or three dollars. When shucking was
over, we had cake and candy to eat.” “During de fall months dey would
have corn shucking and would give a prize to de one would shuck de
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largest pile of corn. De prize would usually be a suit of clothes or
something to wear.”
It is not unreasonable to think that the awarding of gifts for
“good shucking” would be transferred to, or commensurate with, the
dance as part of the celebrations, as well. Indeed, Leigh Whipper, as a
“strutter” (this has been defined as a synonym for “cake walking” won
a lot of times.
“Missy gave me a dress and my partner a suite. (Stearns)
Note the mention of a cake, and the importance of fine clothes.
“Us’d have a big dance ‘bout twice a year, on Christmas and sometime
durin' de summer. W'n de white folks had dere big balls we niggers
would cook an’ wait on de white folks and watch ‘em dance, but we had
lots of fun on de side. An’ sometimes de visitin’ white Germans would
give us clothes or money.” (Abrahams)
In his book “Black Yankees: The Development of an AfroAmerican Subculture in 18th Century New England,” William Persen
notes that “Theodore Canot reported that Africans arriving in
nineteenth-century Cuba were immediately provided with fresh fruits
and other provisions (clothes) to raise their spirits … high-lighting
(their) arrival was the display of Cuban postilion dressed in a sky-blue
coat, silver-laced hat, white breeches, polished jackboots, and ringing
spurs, who jumped from his prancing horse to welcome the arrivals in
their native tongue … Ironically, the new slaves probably saw the
secondhand clothes they received as a first taste of the wealth of
America. Such garments had been worn only by the elite in Africa,
where European clothes had long been treated as prestige items.”
Perisen goes on to say that “throughout West and Central Africa, as
Captain High Crow so condescendingly noted, the coastal elite was
“extremely fond of anything gaudy or uncommon amongst them in
dress,” and if they obtained a showy article or a vest, they would strut
about in it with all imaginable consequence.” (Piersen-ibid.)
Clearly slaves were encouraged to regard European clothes as
great treasures, and this fetishistic adoration of such finery amused the
masters, regardless of whether it was ironic or genuine. Apparently,
slaves going from plantation to plantation to participate in corn
shuckings also wanted to dress well, despite the work: “Most times
slaves from other plantation would come over and help ‘em. Dey used
to put on dey good clothes ‘cause dey want to dey best.” (Abrahams)
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While it seems unlikely that the plantation in Bowling Green
where Tom Fletcher’s grandfather lived was the loam which begat the
“original” black/white interchange, he nonetheless paints a colorful and
disturbing portrait of the cultural interplay there.
“Some of the masters would even go to town and buy music and,
when the weather was okay, would let them slaves who wished come
and stand outside the open windows of the house to listen. In that way
they would catch on to the words and the tunes. Then, when company
came to the big house, the master would send word down to the slave
quarters for them to sing. The company would sit out on the verandah
of the big house listening and, with the wind in the right direction,
sweet, and original harmony would be carried to their ears. Sometimes,
on pleasant evenings, boards would be laid down for an impromptu
stage before the verandah so the guests could have a good view of the
proceedings and a real shindig would take place with singing and
dancing. The "cake walk”, in that section (i.e. part of the country”? …
sic) and at that time, was known as the ‘chalk line walk.” There was no
prancing, just a straight walk on a path made by turns and so forth,
along which the dances made their way with a pail of water on their
heads. The couple that was the most erect and spilled the least water or
no water at all was the winner.” (Tom Fletcher)
The ominousness of the above scene is implicit; the slaves are
“allowed” the luxury to stand outside the windows of the master’s
house to marvel at the magic of European harmony so that when guests
arrive and a diversion is desired, “word is sent” to the slave quarters
for them to sing out of sight, for the amusement of their owners, like
trained parrots, or circus animals. Then, when they are allowed to
appear, they do so for the solo benefit of their masters. To add insult to
injury, dancers such as Leigh Whipper and Tom Fletcher’s
grandparents were taken from plantation to plantation and pitted
against each other, like animals, while their owners wagered as to who
would win. Whether this competition of slave against slave by the
master was a part of the corn-shucking event, an outgrowth of it, or an
entirely separate phenomenon, is unclear. “They had neighborhood
parties for corn-shuckings, cotton pickings, quiltings and other things.
The host and hostess always have good suppers at these parties, with
whiskey. They would sometimes have square dancing or cakewalks,
with fiddlers.”
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More than one writer on the subject of black dance has suggested
that the cakewalk was one of only two dances performed generally for
the benefit of whites. (Emery, Black Dance from 19619 to Today,
Princeton Book Company, 1988) Other dances, such as the Pigeon
Wing, the Ring Dance, the slow Drag, and the Buck and Wing, seem to
have been “private” dances, and had little or no exposure to white
culture. (This would suggest why the cakewalks ascended so rapidly
into white society via the minstrel show, and why these other dances,
excepting the buck and wing, remained essentially “underground” until
the 1920s.) “After supper dey started up playin’ dem fiddles and
banjoes, and de dancin’ begun. White folks dance de twistification up at
de big house but us had a re’lar old breakdowns in a house what
Marster let us have to dance in.” (Abrahams)
An important detail of the description which Fletcher’s
grandfather provides is the pail of water on the head, which seems to be
a distinctly African element. This immobilization of the head while
moving the rest of the body is a defining characteristic of black dance,
and the incorporation of the unspilt pail of water as a competitive
“gauge” is found time and time again in slave narratives: “anyhow,
we’d go to dese dances. Ev’y gal wid her beau, an’ sech music! Had two
fiddles, two tambourines, two banjos, an’ two sets of bones … set a glass
of water on my haid, an’ de boys would bet on it. I had a great big
wreaf roun’ my haid an’ a big ribbon bow on each side, an’ didn’t
waster a drop of water on none of ‘em.” Also, in Texas, for a buck
dance contest, “a prize was given to the person who could ‘buck dance’
the steadiest with a tumbler of water balanced on the head. A cake or
quilt was often given as a prize.” (Sic. Emery)
It seems, as well, that the slaves would not just perched water
pails on their heades: "Massa have to watch he corners when corn
shuckin' ’am over, or us niggers grab him and walk him around in air
on their heads."”(Sic: Abrahams)
”If we could catch the master after the shucking was over, we put
him in a chair, we darkies, and toted him around and hollered, carried
him into the parlor, set him down, and combed his hair.” (Sic:
Abrahams)
“When the last ear of corn was shucked, the owner of the
plantation would begin to run from the place and all would run after
him. When they caught him, he was placed on the shoulders of the two
men and carried around the house, all singing and laughing and having
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a good time. Then they would carry the planter into his house, pull off
his hat and throw it into the fire; place him in a chair; comb his head;
cross his knees for him and leave him alone … he had to have a new hat
for a new crop.” (Sic: Abrahams)
“These three examples demonstrate an unfamiliarly playful
attitude towards the master, quite unlike what we, the modern reader,
expect from the institution of slavery. However, it must be kept in mind
that many of these plantation “celebrations” were held at
Christmastime, and that Christmas in the mid 19th century was
somewhat different than it is now.
“The week before Christmas was always a lively one, what with
dances and corn-huskin’s in the neighborhood.” (Sic: Abrahams)
“A peculiar, almost pagan event, some celebrations emulated old
European traditions of “belsnickeling,” a practice which included a
reveler dressing up in a fur costume and travelling about the
surrounding area and alternately frightening and amusing small
children, admonishing them to ‘be good.” Ostensibly, this tradition is
the partial genesis of the Mardi Gras.) A school teacher’s account of a
southern black Christmas celebration in 1849 is republished in Dale
Cockrell’s wonderful book, “Demons of Disorder”: “The Negroes have a
have a custom here of dressing one of their number at Christmas in as
many rags as he can well carry. He wears a mask, too, and sometimes a
stuffed coonskin above it, so arranged as to give him the appearance of
being some seven or eight feet high. He goes through a variety of pranks
… and he is accompanied by a crowd of Negroes, who make all the
noise and music for his worship.” (Dale Cockrell, Demons of Disorder,
Cambridge Univ. 1997)
This is not unlike the ‘prankish” quality of the “combing of the
master” described above, and there is a subdued aggression to both of
the acts. Regardless, whether slaves were releasing frustrations in their
carrying of their master, or genuinely fawning over him, the
amusement of the white man was real, and it provided the illusion that
he, as master, was absolved of guilt, for the "jolly darkies” really liked
him after all. This unconscious “redemption” was perhaps a
contributing psychological factor to the popularity of the cakewalk in
the later nineteenth century; it was still very much associated with
Christmas even then.
“At the dances they used to have men with fiddles and they
holored out, “Get your partners for the ring dance.” Then they had
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another dance where they have dancing up the sides from head to foot
and prancing back.” (Sic: Abrahams)
Of course, to modern audiences, the music played at the early
cakewalk is of the utmost importance – but what did it sound like?
What instruments were used? Of all musical implements mentioned, the
fiddle seems to be the most common, with the banjo a close second. This
favoring would make sense, as the European music, which the slaves
were ostensibly imitating, would be more effectively played on a
European instrument. “We use to have corn-shuckins an’ dances on de
plantation an’ have slaves for miles roun’ come – yes un us had good
music too, dem niggers sho could draw de bows ‘cross den fiddle
strings.” (Sic Abrahams)
A white eyewitness account of a slave dance offers a more
detailed description: “The banjo and the fiddle made up the orchestra,
and there were accompanists who “patted” with the hands, keeping
accurate time with the music, the position was usually a half-stoop or
forward bend, with a slap of one hand on the left knee followed by the;
stroke and noise on the right, and then a loud slap of the two palms
together. I should add that the left hand made two strokes in half-time
to one for the right, something after the double-stroke of the left
drumstick in beating the kettle-drum…” (Sic: Abrahams)
“Cake walkin’ wuz a lot of fun durin’ slavery time. Dey swept de
yards real clean and set benches ‘round for de party. Banjoes wuz used
for music making”…de couple dat danced best got a prize. Sometimes
de slave owners come to dese parties ‘cause dey enjoyed watchin’ de
dance, and dey ‘cided who danced de best.” (Sic: Emery)
Recording of black fiddlers and banjoists made by the Library of
Congress in the 1940s (hear “Altamont: Black String band Music,”
Rounder (0238) provide perhaps a vague sense of the music played; to
modern ears it seems surprisingly “country” in flavor, very rhythmic
and fluid, and nothing at all like the brittle military quality of the 1890s
“cake walk” (which could almost be considered a melding of the
“patrol” form with the “characteristic schottisches” of the 1880s).
Needless to say, this similarity of black banjo/fiddle music to what one
thinks of as ‘white mountain music” is a complicated subject, and one
which has been thoroughly addressed elsewhere (see “African Banjo
Echoes in Appalachia,” by Cecelia Conway, Univ. of Tennessee Press,
1995); however, a study of this Black performance style in relation to
the development of ragtime has yet to be undertaken, excepting some
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study of ragtime’s “influence” on country music, which is a valuable
idea, though perhaps the influences should be reversed.
The “cake walk” as a codified, non-regionally-specific dance
seems to have developed from a natural blending of these disparate
elements; slaves dressed in their finery for either corn shucking,
Christmas, or the subsequent dance, or all three; a competitive dance of
more or less “African” origin involving the skillful balance of a
container of water or other object upon the head (which would
encourage a “strutting” posture); an urge to satirize, either playfully or
maliciously, the “master”; and a “prize” of some kind, perhaps a
transference of the “shucking” prize, perhaps a common human urge
simply to reward skill. Encouraged by the amusement/award of the
masters, and the subsequent “parading” and betting of slaves between
plantations, the dance would develop consistent characteristics rather
quickly. Its exposure to white audiences led directly to its rapid
incorporation in the blackface minstrel show as a “characteristic” part
of “plantation culture,” paving the way for its subsequent boom in the
late nineteenth century, and the introduction of ragtime.
The Witmark Amateur Minstrel Guide
Many publishing Companies put out books on how to develop a
minstrel show. The Witmark Publishing Company issued such a book
entitled “The Amateur Minstrel guide.” Within it is a script for a
minstrel show including a cakewalk. Within the book is a reporter’s
description of a society cakewalk. The main portion of the book follows
this article.
etc.

“Reproduced here as a suggestion for costumes, placing of judges,

“Jack,” said the little girl in the bright green gown with peacock
feathers in her hat; “Jack, they’re going to start. Now don’t forget to
take my hand when we get in front of the judges.” “Trust me,” returned
Jack, a long young man in a frock coat, flaring collar and a heartbesprinkled shirt front, “The judge who sits in the middle ‘ll come right
down if you give him one of those melting looks of yours.” The girl in
the green dress and peacock feathers was one of a long line of strangely
costumed feminine figures. The long young man in a frock coat was one
of another long line of similarly attired beings of the male persuasion.
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The two lines were parallel arrangements of every color under heaven,
and both lines would about the large dining room in the rear of the
dancing floor of Manheim. The time was last evening. The occasion was
the long-talked-of “cake-walk.” Three hundred people occupied chairs
about the walls and in the balconies of the ballroom, and beat time to
the music of “Lucinda’s Serenade,” and watched and waited for the big
doors at the end of the room to open and disclose the walkers. Then the
doors did open and the double line of walkers came up the room. The
girl in red, with a small parasol, brought down the house with a passeul
that would have done credit to Letty Lind. Her partner realized that he
was stepping on a red-hot plate kept polishing the floor with red
gaitered feet. A tall young woman, in a costume smacking of Spanish
sympathies, executed a catch step that made a pair of very pretty
slippers fairly twinkle. The gentleman who had the honor to be her
escort jammed his pan-cake hat on his “guaranteed A1 black curled
head,” and suddenly developed an immense fondness for walking on his
knees. Another black lady in snow white duck suit, devoted herself with
manifest enjoyment to a promenade back and forth near the spectators,
while inviting her escort to take her arm one moment and the next
flaunting his advances. Another sprightly walker in a gown of alternate
lemon and green panels, cast languishing glances at the men she passed,
and made her partner despair with her continuous flirtations. Then on
the arm of a slender gentleman, who seemed to take great relish in his
role, came a small girl in green and yellow and orange, and pink and
salmon and blue, and violet and red and lemon, and violet and cerise
and lilac, and all other colors, except black and white. This young
woman gave a combination Carmencita and Pitti Sing, of Mikado fame,
and was evidently very proud of a much beflounced and beflowered
underskirt, and everyone seemed just as interested in her performance
as she was herself. But, for a matter of fact, there was no one on the
floor in which the spectators didn’t seem to be interested. The
gentleman with the punch bowl diamond threw its searchlight rays over
on a hundred faces, and in every one saw a friend and from whom
everyone got an encore. The man with a canvas coat and top hat of
white recognized some one he knew in every quarter of the room. The
very elegant and tall “cullud” Adonis in tight black and white
checkered trousers, with white spats and a cut-away coat was kept busy
replying to the remarks with which amiable critics assailed him. The
stoutest man who preserved his gravity and also, much to everyone’s
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surprise, the integrity of his exceedingly close-fitting garments, despite
his gymnastic exercises, was bombarded with queries as to how he did
it. A willowy girl in a floating gown, which gave everyone the
impression of a mantle of lilacs, found herself and her partner singled
out again and again for a round of applause. And best of all seemed to
be that everyone knew every one else and also called them for the most
part by their first name, and freely offered of that large share of advice
which those out of the game are so generous with when addressing
those who are in the game.
‘Round and ‘round the room the sixteen couples in the walk
proceeded, ‘round to the stage where the three judges were seated on a
raised dais, and again facing the gallery at the end of the room, whence
bouquets and salvos of hand clapping greeted them. Only the presence
of so many sober-minded persons and the fact that the lights were of
reach prevented a razor fight – the invariable ending of a cakewalk.
But, as it was, the affair resulted in a peaceable division of one half of
the splendid edifice of frosted lady cake, and the presentation of the
decorated half to the winners; while a pair of giant chickens were
triumphantly borne off by the winners of second prize, and a handsome
beribboned razor by the winners of the third prize.
Early Cakewalk Bands
With the Negro using mostly homemade instruments to play
cakewalks on the plantation, larger more legitimate bands began
playing cakewalks. The career of Phil Porter best illustrates the
evolution of the cakewalk and its development to rags. In the “Record
Changer” of Feb. 1953 Porter uses the term “cakewalk” in a very
interesting way:
“When “Doctor” Phil Porter learned his piano (and trombone),
the term ragtime had not yet been invented. He learned the real
cakewalk music from the players in traveling minstrel shows who came
through his hometown of Charlottesville, Virginia - and learned it well.
When ragtime got to be the craze, he liked it and played its tunes, too.
He has not played professionally since about 1910, and his playing has
not changed one bit in style or beat since that time. And today, (1953),
at 64, he can stomp out rags in an authentic manner, as different from
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any we are likely to be able to hear in 1953 as we can imagine, and as
delightful in its way as any that has come since.
He is a completely uncorrupted survival of what is probably a
pre-Joplin approach to syncopated music. That is his manner and
attack.
Let us make no mistake about “hot” music. American Negroes
have been playing syncopated music since pre-Revolutionary days. The
ragtime approach was a Mid-western phenomenon; the jazz attack
came from New Orleans. But neither of these schools invented hot
music. It was always there. And Phil plays it in an older way, both as
piano soloist and with orchestras.
As a source of information, he is priceless. He describes the
instrumentation of his Cakewalk-Ragtime band as, trumpet, soprano
saxophone (“we couldn’t get a clarinet,” he says), trombone, banjo,
piano, and drums. He says that the clarinet played straight harmony to
the trumpet’s lead, taking, maybe, a few “breaks.” The trombone was,
as he expresses it, the “clown” of the older ragtime bands, playing those
long “parade” slides and fills. I once played the Hot Five Heebie Jeebies
for him, and he described Ory’s works on that record as “exactly the
way the trombone played in a ragtime band.” The rag band drummer,
he says, did not hit any of his drums on four beats, but regularly on
every other beat of the piano’s part.
Porter played parades by the dozens, on which occasions he was
as trombonist. Today, one of his favorite performances is his
remarkable cakewalk version (Sic: Porter describes this not as a
ragging performance but a cakewalking version) of Under the Double
Eagle, or Washington Post. “Jazz came along after my time,” he says,
“but I liked it.
His style is characterized by a strong but regular left-hand beat.
Porter makes most of the cross-rhythms by the treble accents and rapid
staccato. He says this is the cakewalk way. The rag player put in more
left-hand variation in the rhythm. We did it with the right hand when I
learned, and I kept it that way.”
Cakewalk Contests
As cakewalking was developing into a real art there began to
appear cakewalking contests. These contests were held throughout the
world and especially in the big cities of America. No date can be found
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when these began but we do have newspaper articles beginning around
as early as 1895, which was about the beginning of the cakewalk craze.
Earlier, in 1892 the first annual national championship, or
cakewalk jubilee, was held at Madison Square Garden, featuring fifty
finalist couples who had won local competitions. Such contests were
going concerns, charging admission for viewers and offering prizes as
lucrative as $250. Angry black contestants in 1897 tried to have police
arrest the management of the Jubilee for racially prejudiced judging.
They were, of course, unsuccessful, but their ire shows the level of
emotion that was invested in the cakewalk. Some contestants who
traveled from contest to contest established reputations, which rivaled
those of paid performers. In 1899 the song. “Doc’ Brown’s Cake Walk,”
celebrated the fame of a Kansas City black man who claimed to be the
undefeated champion of these contests.
Perry Bradford remembers early cakewalk contest around 1897,
although others date it around 1892. Bradford states:
“The first cakewalk contest in New York was sponsored by
Richard K. Fox at Madison Square Garden in 1897.”
Willie Glenn remembers that “they also had cakewalk
competitions at Coney Island on Saturday nights and paid $6.00 a
couple if you entered. When one of us dancers was out of work, we’d
get a girl and go down there and pick up a little cash.”
In the March 2, 1895 issue of the New York Times we Read:
An Old-Time Cake Walk
There will be a gala time at Madison Square Garden to-night.
The chorus of 100 jubilee singers had its last rehearsal at Central Hall
yesterday afternoon, and everything moved along without a hitch. The
thirteen plantation melodies, which open up the big cakewalk in the
first scene, are all old favorites, with the proper swing to them to bring
out the fine harmony which colored folks blend in their songs. Wesley
Norris in “Who Broke the Lock on the Henhouse Door?” and “Billy”
Farrell in “Poor Monah,” are two fanciful sketches which ought to
bring many encores.
Mme. Flowers, the southern Nightingale, will appear. She gave an
exhibition of her vocal prowess yesterday in an off-hand manner, which
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justifies her claim that the Black Patti is not the sole representative
songstress of the colored race. Next to Mme. Flowers, the Little
Pickaninny Quartet will be present. The singing and buck dancing of
the four precocious youngsters are remarkable.
“Honest John” Kelly, “Abe” Hummel, and “Sam” Austin are the
gentlemen who will judge the big cakewalk, for which fifty couples have
entered. It is the object to make this event a distinctively Southern
affair and the judges have been instructed to give preference to fancy
and original work. The walker in jeans is to have as good a chance as
the swell in dress suit to capture slices of the $150 prize money.
Everything will be run on a time schedule, which reads as follows:
8:15 to 9:15 - An hour on the old plantation. “Take Me Back
Home, There’s Little Consolation for a Darky Here Like Me,” “Old
Kentucky Home,” “Who Broke the Lock on the Henhouse Door,”
“Down in de cornfield,” “Traveling Back to Dixie,” “Old Ship Zion,”
“Push Dem Clouds Away,” “Magnolia of Tennessee,” “Evening by the
Moonlight,” “Poor Monah,” “The Darkies Lament,” “Dese Bones Shall
Rise Again,” by a chorus of 100 voices.
9:15 - Buck-dancing competition
9:35 - Mocking Bird Rube, the Whistling Coon
9:50 - “The Morning Star,” double quartet.
10:10 - Ladies’ wing-dancing competition.
10:30 - Little Pickaninny Quartet.
10:45 - Mme. Flowers, the southern Nightingale.
11:00 - Opening of the cakewalk.
While the cake walk is going on there will be boxing in barrels, a
pie-eating championship, and a battle royal upon the stage.”
From this article one can see that there was a full program of
Negro entertainment, with the cakewalk being the featured activity. The
following day in the March 3, 1895 Times Newspaper the follow-up
article appears:
“The Farrells Took The Cake
Won the National Championship
At the Big Walk in the Garden
There was a spectacle in Madison Square Garden last evening the
like of which was never before witnessed in the metropolis. Five
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thousand persons of all grades and conditions in society looked on and
applauded and went away happy at having seen the cake walking
championship of the Nation decided. It was a pompous event, happily
concluded.
There was an utter absence of the razors which so often figures in
affairs of a like nature, and nothing but praise can be bestowed upon
the National Ethiopian Amusement Company, under whose auspices
this important event was decided.
Incidental to the feature of the evening was the buck dances and
the singing, but all was enjoyable. Only colored folks participated
actively in the entertainment.
There have been other cakewalks in this town, but all pales into
insignificance beside this monster affair. Every colored dude with any
pretensions to championship class entered “fo’ de cake,” and, of course,
the prettiest young lady of his acquaintance was asked to walk with
him. Altogether, there were probably sixty couples in the contest.
Two of the most famous walkers in the metropolitan district were
barred from the competition for the reason, it is assumed, of being too
high class for the others. This is not given as a positive fact, but before
the walk-commenced president Powers of the company announced that
it was his intention to give the non-winners a chance. The two
gentlemen barred were “Will” Procter of Twenty-Seventh Street and
Luke Polley also of the same neighborhood. These two have taken many
cakes and are feared in every contest. It was rumored that Procter and
Pulley would protest the action of the company, and ask the Supreme
board of Cake Walkers to make a test case of the protest, they claiming
that the action was unlawful and therefore irregular.
The walk progressed famously amid deafening cheers until the
contest narrowed down to four couples, selected by the judges - col.
“Jack” Kirby of Kentucky, “Fred” Pfeffer, the famous second baseman,
and the only “Sam” Austin, who had attained to an international
reputation as a judge of walking - when silence reigned while the artists
showed off their choicest steps and daintiest curves.
The couples remaining in were said by the stage manager to be
“Mr. and Mrs. “Billy Farrell, George Wilson, and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Russell, and ‘Ike’ Jones and lady.” The Farrells got the cake, with Mr.
and Mrs. Russell second and the Joneses third. The walk took place in
the arena, and the final maneuvers on the stage at the East End of the
Garden. Mr. and Mrs. Farrell illustrated the poetry of motion and the
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verdict of the judges was met with a perfect hurricane of applause. Mr.
Russell had more real style than any other individual in the contest, but
his flourishes were not considered an offset to Mr. Farrell’s quiet grace.
Mrs. Farrell is a belle in the colored colony and her success was
popular.
Mme. Flowers, who is called the Southern Nightingale, sang
“Down Upon the Suwanee” in a very happy vein, and “Mocking Bird,”
Rube, the Whistling Coon” gave his inimitable imitations.”
In the May 4, 1895 issue of the New York Times we read of
another cakewalk contest:
Fun at the Cake Walk
Spectators Found Plenty of Entertainment
at Madison Square Garden.
There was more fun crowded into the four hours between 8
o’clock and midnight yesterday than usually falls to the lot of the
ordinary mortal to enjoy. It was at the Jubilee and cakewalk at
Madison Square Garden. All the fun, with some additions, and with the
elements that were not first-class eliminated will be seen there again
this evening.
The rollicking, reckless, fun-loving character of the Negro of the
lower classes was cut loose, so to say, first in the ‘singing a lot of the
swinging, jolly, dance-producing music, which has a touch of pathos,
mingled with the fun. The 75 or 100 people in the chorus were not
trained musicians, but there was natural harmony in their singing, and
some voices of rare natural beauty. Well trained, that chorus would
make a hit at any time among lovers of music.
It was somewhat of a surprise to see the boxes occupied by people
whose names figure in society gossip of the newspapers. It was a rare
treat to them to hear the music of the jubilee singers, and then watch
the fun that followed. There was a pie-eating contest, between ten
pickaninnies, boxing in barrels, boxing in sacks, buck dancing, rabbitfoot dancing, wing dancing, and some of the old-fashioned breakdown
sport.
But the cream of the fun was in the cakewalk, which wound up
the show. It was all very funny, though more than half of the sixty
couples participating took the affair seriously, jus as they would in the
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South, where for a darkey to win a cake walk is an assurance of social
prominence in colored circles.
Opinion as to the merits of the walkers seemed about evenly
divided between two couples. One was “Tom Brown and lady,” the
latter a remarkably graceful mulatto of the lithe, willowy type, whose
every motion was sinuous, and such as many of the professional dancers
would be glad to be able to command. The other pair were Mr. And
Mrs. Willie Farrell, the woman being of about the same type as Tom
Brown’s partner, but a bit more dignified as she moved about the hall
at a sort of a dog trot.
The fun was furnished by George Primson, a thorough Negro,
who danced and pranced about the Garden in a series of most fantastic
antics, and a diminutive darkey with a silk hat, a dude’s cane, and a
very fat partner, both of which traveled about as if walking on eggs.
There were solemn pairs and jolly pairs, and altogether, they furnished
a show that beat the circus out of sight.
The show is to be repeated to-night, when the final award of the
cake will be made to the beat walkers in the twenty couples remaining
in the competition.”
Madison Square Garden continued to be the location of these
entertainments and must have been regularly scheduled events as we
find another write-up in the Sept. 17, 1895 New York Times about
another such concert/contest:
Black America at the Garden
Enjoyable Performance in Which
Three Hundred Negroes Take Part.
The first New York performance of “Black America” was given
at the Madison Square Garden last night, and the audience much
enjoyed the entertainment afforded by 300 Negroes, who come here
under the management of Nate Salsbury.
The programme was arranged somewhat on the regulation
minstrel plan, with a first part of songs and choruses, ending with a
cakewalk, and a second part of specialties…..”
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Cakewalk contests continued to be popular and now included
white couples. As the next article (Feb. 7, 1897) states: “Previous to this
the white and colored people had touched elbows in the polka or twostep.”
Walking For a Cake
Eleven Couples competed, and Mr.
Marshall and Miss Hammett
Won First Prize.
The announcement that there would be a cakewalk for handsome
prizes was sufficient to attract a large crowd to Wendel’s Assembly
Rooms, 334-344 West forty-Fourth Street, and Friday night. The
invitations set out that the affair was to be a reception and cakewalk
tendered to Luke Blackburn, the champion walker of the world. Mr.
Blackburn won his laurels at the contest held in Madison Square
Garden several years ago, and he has held it ever since against all
comers. It was expected that Proctor Knott, who aspires to
championship honors, would be present and attempt to wrest Mr.
Blackburn’s crown from him, but Mr. Knott weakened at the last
minute.
Colored people are not the only ones interested in the stately
maneuvers of the cakewalk. Of the thousand or more enthusiasts who
gathered Friday night to cheer the different contestants, fully twothirds were white folks. Any they cheered as loudly and protested as
strongly over the decision of the judges as those who have come to
regard the cakewalk as their peculiar pastime: It was nearly 2 o’clock
when Floor Manager Oscar Thomas announced the event of the
evening. Previous to this the ‘white and colored people had touched
elbows in the polka or two-step.
There were eleven couples in the walk and as they passed the
stage all cast covetous eyes toward the huge cake, which occupied a
conspicuous position. Horace Weston, Jr., the champion banjoist, and
his wife were the leaders. They have walked many times before, and by
many were regarded as sure winners. Mrs. Weston’s costume was a
marvel in pink and pale blue, and her husband, in his long frock coat,
shining silk hat, and white spats, would have made an impression on the
Rialto.
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All eyes, however, were centered on the second couple. They were
Hugh Starr and lady, the only white couple in the walk. They won first
prize recently at an affair of the kind given by white people, and
thought they could give points to the people who could just die walking.
Starr’s flaming red necktie and “sparks” as large as hickory nuts made
him a formidable-looking contestant.
Willard Smith and Miss Madeline Shirley, who came next, did not
make so much display in costume, but they showed that they could
walk, and they proved prize winners. Charles Wilson and Miss Minnie
Stith also surprised the spectators. They were the youngest couple in
the walk. Miss Stith’s costume was all yellow, trimmed with large
bunches of violets. Frank Marshall of Washington and Miss Clementine
Hammett, who captured first prize, were not looked upon as within
sight of a place; but those who formed this opinion did not know how to
judge the fine points. The remaining couples dropped out after the first
tour around the hall.
When the second trial came, Starr and Weston began to show
what they could do. Both threw out their chests, had their heads well
back, looked up, and stepped high-things to be remembered in fancy
cake walking. The others did not attempt this style, and they knew what
they were doing. When they were left out of the finals there was a howl
of disapproval, but it was explained that nothing but straight walking,
or square heel-and-toe, was to be considered.
The three remaining couples then formed in line at the rear of the
hall and slowly marched toward the stage. The royal minuet was never
danced in more stately fashion than these three couples walked, with
judges criticizing their every movement.
They halted in front of the stage and the judges, Charles
Dickinson and Louis Mann of the “Girl From Paris’ company and
Joseph Austin of Washington, announced the awards. Mr. Marshall
and Miss Hammett took first prize, a lady’s gold watch. Mr. Wilson and
Miss Stith captured second prize, a cake, and Mr. Smith and Miss
Shirley won third prize, also a cake.
It was the most justest (Sic) decision I ever saw at a cake-walk,”
said one enthusiast, but opinions differed on that point. After the
contest, Mr. Blackburn and his wife gave an exhibition, showing how
they won the championship. Mr. Marshall is regarded as a dangerous
rival of Blackburn, and there is considerable talk of arranging a contest
between them.”
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1898:

We read of another contest from the New York Times of Feb. 13,
Cake Walk Broken Up
Handfuls of Pennies were
Thrown into the Ranks.

The grand championship “cake walk” given last night by the
Ethiopian Amusement Company packed Madison Square Garden to
overflowing. A Negro chorus of 100 voices, male and female, regaled the
audience by singing Negro songs until 10 o’clock, when the cakewalk
began.
The walk was led by Major Charles H. Pierson, in vari-colored
costume, and the Kentucky Drum and Fife Crops of twenty-five pieces.
Behind Major Pierson and the Kentucky Drum and Fife Corps came
the colored contestants, of all shades of complexion and all sorts of
costumes, some of the styles dating as far back as the sixteenth century.
Three times the procession passed around the ring amid the plaudits of
the thousands of spectators.
The third time around some young men in the boxes threw
handfuls of pennies upon the promenade, and the result was a wild
scramble among the cake walkers for the coins. Several couples were
selected to go upon the stage and there join in the final competition for
the “championship.” It was not until an early hour in the morning that
the result was finally made known.”
There was another cakewalk contest written of in the Chicago
Inter Ocean on Jan 21, 1898. This was described as a non-professional
contest with actor Joe Belgium acted as one of the judges. Belgium
writes:
“The band started a march with a tremendous crash. Mr. Dave
white led off with Miss Patty Willow, a very stout colored woman in a
ballet dancer’s costume made from yellow calico, and behind them 75
more couples. From the judges stand it was a whirling ring of
kaleidoscopic colors accompanied by shuffling feet in time to the music.
Long men mated with short women and had they been automatons
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moved by wires their movements would not have been more perfectly in
time with the music.
The friends of the walkers stood around the outside and yelled
encouragement to the candidates and as the music got into full swing
and quickened its time a bit-they began to shuffle and to sway in
rhythm. Every walker strained his or her muscles to put in extra steps
and the procession swung around the corners, each one had his or her
own way of making the turn. Some of them did it with a nice precision.
Others executed a few steps from a wing dance, then, as they were
around, settling down into the steady shuffle that would bring them to
the next turn.”
Cakewalk contests were everywhere and everyone was doing the
dance - in fashionable salons and small-town cottages and even in the
streets, and prominently, of course, in the leading shows and top variety
houses.
As an example, in the town of Shreveport, Louisiana we read a
small article in the Sunday Judge of January 30, 1898:
“The craze of the cake-walk reaches an alarming extent, when the
smart set actually proposes to give it social recognition in metropolitan
circles. It will be a rich spectacle - that of Willie Vanderbilt
distinguishing himself at his big ball by the swing and patter of the coon
dance. O Tempora! O Mores!
Again on June 8, 1898 the same paper states:
“The Cake-walk at the opera house Friday evening, indulged in
by the colored society of the city, was well attended by a number of
whites, who enjoyed the laughable scene no little bit.”
Comedian Joe Howard was by common consent the foremost
white cakewalker in his mastery of Negro rhythm and style. “Joe
Howard sure did walk your brains out,” is Shep Edmond’s comment on
the veteran comic performing at Billy Roses’ Diamond Horseshoe as
these lines were written.
The old plantation walk-around reached the immortality of
literature in 1905 when a play by Jose Jackson Veyan, El CakeWalk,
was published in Madrid. By that time the fad had moved on into the
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20th century and had already been introduced at the Paris Exposition of
1900 by Sousa’s famous band.
The contest element of the cakewalk points to its essentially
improvisatory nature and characteristic of responsoriality. This
creative process was an important part of African music and we see this
in the dancing of the cakewalk. The dance was a prominent cultural
strength of African society and the cakewalk is a particularly distinctive
example of it.
In the summer of 1895 an extravaganza with a cast of five
hundred staged a cakewalk event.
The cakewalk craze continued well into the 20th century and there
came to be a group of cakewalkers that would travel the U.S.
participating in contests.
The cakewalkers became such a large group of enthusiasts that
organizations were formed to organize groups of professional
cakewalkers. We read in the Nov. 26, 1900 issue of the New York Times
the forming of such an organization:
Cake Walk Trust The Latest
Organized by Professionals with a
Rabbit’s Foot for Its Emblem.
Believing that the time had come to organize and protect
themselves, some thirty or forty professional Negro cakewalkers met
last night at the Douglass Club, 174 West Thirty-First Street. There
after earnest debate and the display of at least one razor an
organization was made, to be known as the “Douglass Club League of
Cake Walk and Rag Time Professionals,” with which is to be associated
the Benevolent Order of Cake Walking Coons. The emblem of the
league will be a rabbit’s foot. The officers are: President - Charles H.
Moore; Secretaries - William Turner and John Bayer, and the Sergeant
at Arms - Reginald Burleigh.
A member of the new organization who was present last night
expressed himself thus:
“You see, it am dis way, boss. Ebber since it was
promulmagomated dat de cakewalk in de Grand Central Palace on Dec.
1 would give away a prize of $500 in gold, all de coons from ‘Frisco to
Florida has started to walk to Manhattan. Now de profession am
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getting overcrowded. Henceforth no niggar can walk in a cakewalk
unless he wears a rabbit’s foot an’ belongs to de league.”
“Suppose he were to walk without one?” suggested the reporter.
“Den, boss, de razois’d shine to heaven,” was the reply.
The reporter’s informant further said that there had been a little
trouble at the meeting.
“Eddie James,” he said, “got up an’ said he was opposed to trusts
and any trusts with a rabbit’s foot in ‘em. He said he didn’t want any
fight, but if anyone wanted to fight his razor was there, an’ he showed
it.”
“Anybody take him up?” he was asked.
“Naw, cake walkin coons is gents,” was the reply.”
From this article you can understand that cakewalking was taken
very seriously. It was also being taken seriously by those overseas.
There appears an article about the Cakewalk in Vienna, Austria in the
Feb. 1, 1903 New York Times that also gives a brief history of the
cakewalk:
The Cakewalk on Broadway
The vernacular dance (i.e. the cakewalk) took a long time
surfacing on Broadway, which was becoming the center of show
business in the U.S. toward the end of the 19th century. In the early days
groups of Negro dancers had been inserted in various white
productions: Harrigan and Hart’s Cordelia’s Aspirations used several in
a number entitled “Sam Johnson’s Cakewalk” in 1883.
In 1889 “The Creole Show” opened in New York. It is said to be
the first production to omit blackface. The finale consisted of a dance
“called the Cake-Walk. Tom Fletcher also commented on the show:
“The old “chalk-line walk” was revived with fancy steps by
Charlie Johnson a clever eccentric dancer, who later married Miss
Dora Dean also a dancer, and formed the world-famous team of
Johnson and Dean, one of America’s foremost vaudeville acts. The
“chalk-line walk” then became known as the “Cake-Walk.”
Fletcher also remarked that “the inclusion of women in shows
such as “The Creole Show” made possible all sorts of improvisation in
the Walk, and the original was soon changed into a grotesque dance.”
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The Cakewalk was a great exhibition dance, and it served as a
Negro re-entry permit to the stage with a superb theatrical
potentialities. Cakewalking became a mainstay on the stage and
appeared in many productions following “The Creole Show.” Mark
Sullivan remarked that:
“The Cakewalk was done in the gay nineties by white society as a
solo performance, at first by men only who imitated a colored man
strutting in a prize contest…with head held high, chin up, elbows out,
shoulders thrown back, and, especially prominent, an exaggerated
frontal protuberance. The cakewalk was the first appearance of a
Negro movement in ball-room dancing, harbiner of more to follow.”
Charles Johnson remarked that: “I first heard of the Cake-Walk
from his mother, ex-slave Eliza Diggs Johnson, who told of the
cakewalk held on the Missouri plantation where she was born.”
In 1894 the “Passing Show” one of the first revues, included “a
dozen colored youths in a plantation Dance. (Sic: cakewalk).
Charles Johnson is said to have presented the cakewalk on
Broadway in 1895 (five years before Williams and Walker). Johnson
was a strutter in the cakewalk tradition.
In 1895 the show “Octoroons” a show organized by manager
John W. Isham, closed with a “cakewalk jubilee.
In 1895 Black Patti’s Troubadours, organized by white managers
offered a departure from the usual minstrel format. The show was
divided into three parts; the first closed with a buck-dancing contest;
the second was an olio, or series of specialties, ending with a cakewalk.
The third, Black Patti sang selections from various operas.
Bert Williams and George Walker, on Broadway for 40 weeks at
the top variety theater “Koster and Bials,” brought the cakewalk to its
peak of popularity. After improvising a dance while left alone on the
stage one night, George Walker did an eccentric dance and then a strut
off, shaking his head and his straw hat the way Eddie Jackson and
Jimmy Durante did later. Old timers say George Walker originated it
as part of his cakewalk routine.
As part of his cakewalk that became known as the Williams Strut,
Williams pranced and high kicked with his back arched and his toes
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pointed. It became a regular part of the show, winning encores at every
performance.
Others are mentioned doing the cakewalk: Dewey Weinglass,
born in 1900 joined “Georgette Hamilton and her Picks” and remarked
that: “We toured Cuba and came back in 1915 after the war had
started. During the tour I was a hit doing the cakewalk and got a raise
to $20 a week.”
Harland Dixon said: “One of my pals returning from Buffalo
with a traveling step derived from the cakewalk, which he called the
“Jennie Cooler.”
Eddie Rector, the great soloist and an influence on the class-art of
cakewalking and dance teams, developed his own style, dancing the
cakewalk at Coney Island.
In Atlanta the Whitman Sisters were famous for their dancing
shows, toured every state in the Union. They were mentioned by Perry
Bradford who said: “The Whitman Sisters introduced the cakewalk
locally at Jackson Field around 1908.”
The summer of 1898 produced some remarkable dancing in a
sketch with music by Will Marion Cook and lyrics by Paul Lawrence
Dunbar, entitled “Clorindy - The Origin of the Cakewalk,” which
appeared on Broadway at the Casino Roof Garden. Clorindy featured
the famous Ernest Hogan, the composer of “All Coons Look Alike to
Me.” He remarked about Clorindy: “Dancing meanwhile like Negroes,
and cakewalking like Angels, Black Angels.
At the conclusion of the show the entire company got together
again for a cakewalk parading, bowing, prancing, strutting, and highkicking with arched backs and pointed toes. “The last big company to
do the cakewalk as a feature of the grand finale” wrote pianistentertainer Tom Fletcher, “but it was done with such vitality that it
seemed new-minted.” The Song that was the finale of the show was
“Der’ll be Wahm Coons a Prancin. (See: Ex. 50,)
Cook said his initial idea was to create a story of “how the
cakewalk came about in Louisiana in the early 1880’s.”
Cook, a wide-eyed, light skinned man with a flowing mustache,
had recently returned from Europe, where he had studied with Dvorak.
Ann Charters Writes:
“Cook was a lively, gregarious man, and once back in New York
he became interested in popular Negro music. Dunbar, the poet, had a
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brooding dark face and was much more shy. His first book, Lyrics of
Lowly Life, had been praised highly by the New York Times, which
called Dunbar “a true singer of the people.” A week before the premier
of The Gold Bug, the show that brought Williams and Walker to New
York, Dunbar had given a poetry reading “before an invited audience”
at the Lyceum Theater. The Dramatic Mirror had been more
enthusiastic about his reading than it had been about the musical,
although the highest compliment the newspaper could manage was a
condescending comparison of his talent to that of James Whitecome
Riley’s.”
By their past education, both Cook and Dunbar were primarily
interested in serious music and poetry, but after meeting Negro
vaudevillians in New York, they were persuaded to collaborate on a
short operetta in the spring of 1898, Charters says that:
“Dunbar writing the lyrics to Cook’s songs, Clorindy was widely
heralded as a feature summer attraction at the Casino Roof Gardens,
and the lead role was given to a Negro comedian named Ernest Hogan,
who advertised himself as “The Creative comedian and Great
Unbleached American” in the pages of the Dramatic Mirror. Hogan had
starred with the Black Patti Company, and like Williams and Walker,
was looking for a leading role with his own show, Clorindy seemed to be
it.”
In writing “The Origin of the Cakewalk” Dunbar and Cook had
had little contact with the Negro Theater before they began to work on
the operetta. Men like Williams and Walker had aroused their
ambition. When talking to them they were convinced that one of the
main obstacles for the Negro in overcoming racial stereotypes was a
lack of original, creative material. Trying to come up with fresh ideas,
Dunbar and Cook thought that an all Negro operetta would accomplish
this. With the commercial success of the cakewalk during this era, they
decided to woo the crowds to the theater box office by promising a show
that described “the origins of the cakewalk.” This idea was so attractive
that Hogan agreed to star in this production, and the show was booked
in the Casino Roof Gardens for the summer.
When the show opened in late July 1898, audiences found an
hour-long musical show that was closer to a variety show than an
operetta. With a cast of forty Negro singers and dancers, there was a
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twenty minute long cakewalk finale. The plot revolved around a love
story of Southern plantation life
The songs in the show that Hogan sang were of the “coon”
variety: “Jump Back Honey,” “Who Dat Say Chicken in Dis Crowd,”
“Hottest Coon in Dixie,” and “Darktown is Out Tonight.”
Cook and Dunbar, with all their good intentions wrote another
blackface vaudeville presentation featuring coon songs and a cakewalk
entitled Clorindy.
Clorindy had accomplished two things: 1) the potential of the
syncopated Negro music was demonstrated because Cook was “the first
competent composer to take rag-time and work it out in a musicianly
way. 2) It introduced the Cakewalk, with its real charm and highstepping grace, to the legitimate stage.
Langston Hughes, commenting on Clorindy, said that: “the
cakewalk was performed by handsome couples, the women gorgeously
gowned, and nobody in blackface, the dance (sic: the cakewalk) was a
joy.”
Talking about the cakewalk’s introduction on Broadway Leigh
Whipper stated: “Why, I was amazed, it made Broadway dancing look
tame.” In talking about the show “Darktown Follies” Whipper said:
“As an ensemble finale, the cakewalk was unbeatable and it brought
“Darktown Follies” to a triumphant dancing conclusion.”
The impression the cakewalk made on Broadway was soon to
ignite a new and more general interest in Negro-rooted dances, and it
was followed by a series of social dances, launched at first with the aid
of Vernon and Irene Castle, which were to sweep the ballrooms of the
country. The cakewalk was truly a dance of imitation, with the whites
now imitating the blacks, who were already satirizing the whites.
The famous Florence Mills, when she was young, won medals in
amateur Cakewalks.
Cakewalk Performers
We can state that the cakewalk contests were never fixed and
there is no evidence of a fix. It was an authentic contest. “Rubberlegs”
Williams, a jazz dancer who worked in a 1922 carnival plantation show,
remembered that he “Worked up a strut, and won the cake most of the
time.”
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Nettie Compton, who was a specialty cakewalk performer in an
otherwise all white circus, in 1902, remembered that the male
contestants improvised fancy tap and acrobatic step to order to win.”
In 1903 the show “In Dahomey” played London for 7 months
where it made the cakewalk an international fad. The dancing of
Williams and Walker with the not inconsiderable addition of the
cakewalk, contributed largely to their great appeal.
Ex. 5 - In Dahomey - 1903

In Dahomey, From left to right: Nattie McIntosh, George Walker,
Ada Overton, Bert Williams and Lottie Williams.
“Doc” Brown
Perhaps one of the most famous cakewalkers of his time was
“Doc” Brown. He became known not only in the Kansas-Missouri area
but nation wide. He probably was written about in the national media
more than any other cakewalker. He became an almost legendary figure
during his lifetime. Below will be examples of newspaper articles
written about Brown. On April 17, 1895 an article tells of a cakewalk
contest at the New Gillis Theatre in which Brown appeared in a
cakewalk contest.
Earlier, in 1893 he appeared at the third Regiment Armory and
below is the write-up in the Kansas City Star Newspaper:
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“Doc” Brown, the champion cake walker, added a chapter to the
unwritten history of his life Saturday evening. He walked a mile on a
kite shaped track at the Third-regiment armory. He distanced all
competitors easily and won a large sugar coated cake.
The most ignorant observer would have known something
unusual was to happen at the armory Saturday evening. The people
came by hundreds. Young people, old people, military men and civilians
jostled each other on the floor of the big armory. They listened with
half hearted attention to the early exercises. Shortly after 10 o’clock
there was a great rush toward the stage. Two darkies had appeared
there as if they had suddenly sprung out of the ground. The clear notes
of a bugle sounded, the militia men got in line and marched through the
crowd, cutting a line like a knife, and formed in a hollow square. A
table was carried in and placed in the center and a snow-white cake set
on it. People became excited. They crowded up against the lines of
soldier boys. They climbed upon booths, and on chairs and tables. The
band gave some signs of life, and a moment later every instrument
broke out in one of those grand bursts of noise that announces the
entrance of some dignitary. It was “Doc” Brown. He had just passed
through the line of soldiers at the northeast corner of the racecourse
and was followed by four or five persons of his own race and three or
four boys in burnt cork. One of these was dressed as a woman and wore
crinoline. The band drifted off quickly from its bedlam of noise to the
sweet strains of “The Darkey’s Dream” and “Doc” Brown and his black
followers walked down the line, bowing and scraping. The people broke
out in one roar of applause. The cakewalk had begun.
“Doc” Brown didn’t smile. That pliable face of his didn’t show a
wrinkle. He wore his walking shoes in this contest. They were once
made to order-for another man. His trousers were a trifle long and
feather edged. He wore a Prince Albert coat with two buttons shy. On
the left lapel there was a calico butterfly as large as a blackbird. On the
other side was an artificial rose a trifle smaller than a cabbage. His
necktie was a dazzling combination of colors. His collar stood up when
he began to walk but gradually wilted. He carried a battle-scarred silk
hat and a small ratton cane with a ball on the end. He walked up and
down, keeping time to the music, and when the band followed him and
dropped “The Darkey’s Dream: like a hot potato and as suddenly
picked up “Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay,” “Doc” shifted his feet and paced to
the new music as gracefully as Lottie Collins ever did. One by one the
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other darkies dropped ‘out of the race and finally “Doc” Brown was left
to go under the wire alone. Alderman Fred Gunn, Colonel I. E. Orwin
and others had been chosen judges and they gave the cake to Brown.
The people indorsed the selection with a roar of applause and Colonel
Irwin awarded the prize to the man “with gazelle like stride.”
A speech was demanded. “Doc” Brown climbed up in a chair, his
face covered with perspiration, and bowed like a weeping willow. He
told in a few large words about his various conquests in the arena of
cakes, and got down and, with his cake under his arm, disappeared as if
the earth had swallowed him. (Kansas City Star, Feb. 27, 1893)
In the Kansas City Star on May 12, 1895 we find the following
article:
“Doc” Brown, celebrated as a cake walker, exponent of the oldfashioned bow and public character, was out walking one afternoon. He
stopped to chat with an acquaintance on the box of a carriage, and his
graceful gestures and courtly bows attracted the admiration of the
passing throng. When he left his friend he drew his heels together
sharply, like an officer on parade, threw one arm behind him and
doffed his silk hat, holding it posed for a moment in the air. There was
so much dignity in the obeisance that a snap shot was taken to preserve
it for future generations.
“Dat bow,” explained doc, “is wot I calls reg’lator; de most
devotionist bow ob all. Dat’s de bow I allus use when I start a cakewalk.
Dey is a large number ob bows in p’lite susiety, but de reg’lator is de
moa’ profoun’.”
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Ex. 6 – Reg’lator Bow

The “Reg’lator” Bow

“Doc” Brown not only appeared in cake walk contests but also as
we read in an article in the Kansas City Star of June 18, 1895 in a
circus parade:
“….Then came the cages of imprisoned animals, headed by a
natural looking home-made elephant on a gaily decorated truck, drawn
by six horses. The celebrated coffee colored cake walker, known from
Pendleton Heights to toad-a-loup as Doc Brown, seemed to carry off the
honors. Doc was made us as a mixture of cannibal warrior, in a natural
state, and a ballet girl. He had white frills around his ankles and a shirt
cout very decollete, all of which seemed equally funny to Doc and the
crowds.” (Kansas City Star, June 18, 1895)
“Doc” Brown in a New Rig
There is an exchange of greeting between “Doc” and the famous
orchestra conductor Theodore Thomas that appears in the local Kansas
City newspaper:
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“Doctor” Brown, Kansas City’s celebrated cake walker, met
Theodore Thomas yesterday and the great conductor was much amused
at the meeting. Everybody knows “Doc” Brown; his famous salaam, his
plug hat, a relic of “de wa’,” and his peculiar gait. “Doc’s” only rival as
a celebrity is George Olswald, of laughing fame. Mr. Thomas, Mr.
Backleben, the manager of the orchestra, and a friend were on their
way from the concert yesterday afternoon to the Coates Hotel. As the
corner of Eleventh Street and Broadway was neared “Doc” came
shambling along Broadway and stopped at the corner to greet an
imaginary person. He bowed right and left, twirled his cane – this is a
new wrinkle with “Doc” – addressed numerous nothings, cast his cane
into the air, caught it with neatness and, again bowing, started onward.
Mr. Thomas spied the old darky and stopped to see the show,
laughing at the Negro’s antics.
“Who is that odd character?” said Mr. Thomas.
“That’s Doctor Brown,” volunteered the friend.
“Doctor?” said Mr. Thomas, “Is he a physician?”
“Hardly,” said the friend, joining in the laughter. “The ‘doctor’ is
a professional cake walker. He has probably captured more prizes than
any other darky in this country.”
Just then “Doc” saw the group, and squaring himself, doffed his
plug hat, made his famous bow and with a breast flourish with his cane,
addressed Mr. Thomas with “Howdy sah.”
Mr. Thomas was very much “tickled” and, nudging his friend in
the ribs, he remarked, with surprise: “Why he knows me, doesn’t he?”
And then to “Doc” Brown: “How do you do, sir,” with a flourish in
imitation.
“Doc” was plainly much exercised over the attention shown him,
and with another bow he started toward the hotel, giving Mr. Thomas a
fine exhibition of the true ethics of cake-walking.”
An article appeared in the newspaper about the coming
appearance of “Doc” in a local cakewalking contest:
“Doc” Brown, a well-known colored cake walker of Kansas City,
will arrive at 4:10 p.m. today to participate in the walk to take place at
the opera house next Tuesday night. The prizes for the event are on
exhibition in the front window of Huyssen’s shoe store. (Kansas City
Star, April 15, 1898)
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Some national notoriety is seen in one of the most popular
published cakewalks entitled “Doc” Brown’s Cakewalk by the Bell
Publishing Company of Kansas City in 1898. We quote the 2nd verse”
Goin’ to have money for to give away
Goin’ to tip de members ob de band to play
Goin’ to hab de honors for to fall my way
Goin’ to show them I am no gawk
When I cut de caper call de Doc Brown slide
Ev’ry coon will hush dere talk
Goin’ to win dat cake
An’ ev’vy niggahs heart I’ll break
At Massa Peter Brown’s Cake Walk.
The magazine “Kings and Queens of the Range” in a special
souvenir edition for the opening of Kansas City’s Convention Hall,
included a picture of “Doc” Brown with the caption “Doc’ Brown,
champion Cake Walker of the West.”
Ex. 7 – Doc Brown
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Even after some 40 years the legend of “Doc” Brown has
endured. We find some amazing reminiscences about the famed cake
walker in 1943. The appeal:
“Here is a chance for some oldish person with a good memory to
do a good turn. It’s about “Doc” Brown, locally well-known and
popular cake-walker of the Gay Nineties. Many old-timers recall the
high-stepping, graceful street dancer whose frock coat and high hat
were the principal articles of his regalia and who sometimes was given
appearances in formal pageants on parades. Black “Doc” Brown put
the accent into the cakewalk craze, which had its run after the later
manner of the jitterbug dance.
Mrs. Esther Mugan Busch, who as a girl lived in Kansas City,
desires to know more about “Doc.” Indeed, she wishes to know enough
about him to put him into a story she is writing about Georgia and
Alabama life years ago.
She wonders where and how he lived, whether the “tributes” he
received on the street and elsewhere were enough to keep him going,
and whether anyone has a sheet of cake-walk music with the “Doc’s”
picture on the title page.
Anything about the man who once was an engaging figure known
to many thousands, but now seems to have faded out to almost
intangible dimness. This department would be glad to receive and
forward any serviceable information offered.”
A number of responses were received and were printed in the
“Star.” The following appears in the newspaper about this project:
Nov. 21, 1943 – “Black “Doc” Brown, cake-walker symbol of the
Gay Nineties, remains green in the memory of the older citizenry. We
have been accorded various recollections, all vivid enough, except as to
his passing from the local scene.
An oil painting of the cake walker, silk tile and all, in his steps,
turns up at the Kansas City Museum. It is a large canvas, about 4 by 6
feet, and was borrowed from one of the board of education corridors on
the second floor of the public Library building.
“Doc” Brown in oil was exhibited for a month at the museum and
for the moment reposes in storage. George C. Tinker, school board
secretary and assistant superintendent in charge of business, instantly
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put an identifying finger on the portrait which long hung in a corridor
that led to the old Western Gallery of Art. Tinker, when a boy at
Franklin School, saw “Doc” Brown much about the Thirteenth and
Washington neighborhood.”
“Our friend, Matt Flynn, knew “Doc” Brown of the early 90’s as
most of the people of that day did, but he does not recall the cake
walker’s exit. “Doc” was about thirty-five in the early 90’s, perhaps the
town’s outstanding character in color.
“He was a rather small man,” as Mr. Flynn remembers him,
“about 5 feet, 8 inches, black as the inside of a cow, beautiful teeth,
slender and graceful, inclined to be timid until a band started to play –
and then he would start into his cake walk.
“He just couldn’t help himself, it was always spontaneous. He was
always in character – black Prince Albert coat and silk plug hat. He
was a natural born minstrel man.
“Whenever Lew Dockstader came to Kansas City with his
minstrels, he always used “Doc” Brown in his daily street parades, and
he was the real feature in the parade behind the silver cornet band.
“Had “Doc” Brown lived in this period, some good press agent
would have him in pictures. He was as graceful as Fred Astaire or Bill
Robinson. He was always polite and well behaved, and never in trouble
with the police.
“There were many cake-walk contests in those days for prizes.
“Doc” was always first. He was in a class by himself.
“Where he lived or how, I never knew, as the small amounts he
picked up at picnics and parties were hardly enough to keep him. But
he was always clean and neat. If he ever had any regular work I never
knew of it.”
“Another real estate man, George G. Gilchrist, tells us Bob
Holmes down at Emporia would import Doc Brown to lead cake walks,
an entertainment feature at New Year’s balls.
“To Charles A. Beatty, the old-time police sergeant, Doc Brown’s
plug hat, his big flower and strutting stick, seems one of yesterday’s
clearer pictures.
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“Even as a lad of 12, Toby Brenner knew he was seeing “good
theater” when at the turn of the century Doc Brown in full regalia,
would come stepping down Grand Avenue. When Doc Brown had a
cakewalking appointment, he never took a streetcar. He preferred to
strut his way to his show dates. And 12-year old Toby soon was one of a
crowd of entranced youngsters following the cake-walk champion to the
Elks Club.” (Nov 21, 1943, Kansas City Star)
In the Nov. 28, 1943 Star we also read:
“Laughter and merriment and rhythm are enduring things; often
the memory of them outlasts sorrow. So it has been with “Doc” Brown,
a Negro cakewalker of Kansas City fifty years ago. He shuffled off this
mortal coil long since, and seemingly was forgotten. But when Mrs.
Ester Mugan Bush of San Diego, Calif., came to The Star ten days ago
and asked whether anybody remembered the picturesque figure of her
girlhood days in Kansas City, because she would like to write about him
in a fiction story, it developed that he still is dancing gaily in the
memory of a lot of folk:
The Star inquired about recollections of “Doc” through the
column, “It Happened in Kansas City.” Telephone calls promptly
poured in and readers wrote eager letters. Charles L. Johnson,
songwriter and music publisher at 806 Grand Avenue had written a
piece of music for the Negro cakewalker, entitled it “Doc Bronw’s
Cakewalk” and the Jenkins Music Company had published it. Mrs.
Henry J. Haskell, 1i035 West Meyer Boulevard, found a copy of it in
her attic, complete with a picture of Doc Brown on the cover.
Mrs. Harry N. Snow, 3401 Central Street wrote”
“
I knew him when I was 3 years old in Marshall, Mo. He worked
for the Democrat-News, but where he shone most was in delivering The
Kansas City Star. It came to Marshall by train: Doc got to our house
about 6 o’clock with The Star. He would come strutting and puffing-he
never walked like anyone else. We children always watched for him.”
Mrs. Snow’s family moved to Kansas City and lived in the old
West Side. Soon Doc Brown, who had preceded them to Kansas City,
discovered where they lived and used to come to see the children. He
worked as a cook or a cook’s helper in a boarding house on West
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Eleventh Street, near Washington Street. The children, Mrs. Snow
remembers, used to ask him his name, so they could hear him say:
“It is Doctor William Henry Joseph Cutter Brown.” Then the
children would get him to cakewalk on the sidewalk.
Had Music in His Feet.
“He did one he called the grapevine twist,” wrote Mrs. Snow. “In
another he went like a train full steam ahead and never seemed to lift
his feet, but he sure had music in those feet, or maybe the music was in
his heart. He always wore a long black coat and a black high silk
stovepipe hat. He was clean and never begged, and I guess he was the
happiest man in the world.”
Mrs. Lena Scurlock, 4131 Charlotte Street, remembers Doc, too.
She wrote that in 1893 and 1894 she lived in a boarding house run by
Mrs. Fanny Baker at 724 Locust Street, and that Doc Brown slept in the
basement, took care of the furnace, helped the cook and ran errands.
“He was in almost constant demand for cakewalks,” she
remembers. “When he performed, for white folks he sometimes got $5,
other times $3, or perhaps nothing. He did a lot of cakewalking for the
colored folks and I think that was mostly gratis. He loved doing it; it
was his greatest joy and highest ambition. Sometimes he was given a
cake to bring home.
Had Cane When “Dressed Up.”
“When he donned his swallowtail coat and high silk hat (of a
previous vintage) and flourished the cane he always carried when
dressed up, he was a jaunty figure as he strolled out into Locust Street.
At that time he must have been about 40 years old and we used to
marvel at his agility; he seemed to possess the manner of perennial
youth.
Mrs. Baker, the boarding-house keeper on Locust Street, came
from Kentucky, and Mrs. Scurlock had an impression that the
cakewalker once had lived there, too. When she first saw Charlie
Chaplin on the screen, his feet at once reminded her of Doc Brown, who
kept gaiety alive in Kansas City in the dolorous hard times of 1893.”
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“Doc” Brown is believed to have died around 1903. An obituary
apparently exists but could not be procured for this book.
There were instruction books and articles written of how to
participate in a cakewalk. We find instructions for performing a
cakewalk by the famous minstrel Jack Haverly written in 1902:
“Cake walks have become such a popular craze during the last
few years that society everywhere are introducing them in their many
social events, and minstrel performances now seem incomplete without
them. While it is a difficult matter to explain everything connected with
the many movements, etc., in a cakewalk, the author has used his best
endeavors to make it plain to the reader. In the first place, to
successfully take part in a cakewalk, each participant should take great
pains in your make-up. The most extreme and flashy suits should be
worn, including an endless variety of diamonds or Rhine stones, for
jewelry effects. The young lady or young man that takes such part
should wear bright colored dresses. Large hat and high heel slippers
and carry parasol or fan, which will show off in excellent taste. The
gentleman partner should wear a Prince Albert coat made of red, blue,
brown or green satin, high silk hat of same material, checked trousers,
patent leather shoes with white gaiters, a cane with crooked handle,
decorated with ribbons of same colors as his lady’s dress. Where more
than one couple takes part, try and have your costumes, both ladies and
gentleman, different from one another.
The Walk
Start your walk by taking partner’s hand, elevating it to about
the height of your head; stop off somewhat in advance of lady, assuming
a happy smile; keep step with each time of the music, and be sure to
step only on ball of foot, letting the heel down gently as you touch the
other foot to the floor. After passing the audience once in that position
let go of hands and continue to walk alone, meeting again at front of
audience with bow. Lady will then take your arm and continue walk
halfway round when she discovers her shoe united. You will then
proceed with much grace and a bow. Kneeling, place your handkerchief
upon your knee, and placing lady’s foot thereon, proceeds to tie it, after
which he will arise and accept a kiss, which she will offer. The most
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essential point in a cakewalk is to always keep your face towards the
audience, no matter if walking directly away from them with your
backs turned.
Put in your walks as many different steps or figures as possible,
such as imitating an old colored man, a Hebrew, a German, etc., and
always bear in mind that the hands, arms and face have as much to do
with your success as the walking part. A graceful swing of the arms, or
if carried out away from the body, is always clever. Where you have
four couples and wish to end the walk as an entertaining finish, use the
cake walk quadrille following:
Cake Walk Quadrille
(The Popular Fad of Popular Society)
Figures by Prof. A. C. Wirth, President of the American National
Association of Masters of Dancing. Music composed and arranged by
Wm. Wirth. Copyrighted 1899.
First Figure.
Address partners and center (a la Cake Walk) (8 measures); first four
right and left with right hand couple (8); promenade with same (Cake
Walk) (8); ladies chain (8); four ladies cross right hands and circle
around the inside of the set. (Simultaneously the four gents promenade
single file around the set in opposite direction.) Call it thus: Ladies
cross right hands, circle. Gents promenade outside. Cake Walk (8); side
four repeat with the right hand couple.
Second figure
Commence figure with second strain of music. First couple cake walk
inside of set (8 measures); all march single file to the right around the
set (8); third couple cake walk inside of set (8); all march single file to
left around the set (8); second and fourth couples the same.
Third figure
Commence figures with second strain of music. First couple promenade
inside of set, cake walk, face out, third and fourth couple fall in line (8);
separate in two lines, head couple cake walk down the center and back
(8); forward and back, in two lines (4); turn partners to place (4); all
promenade (cake walk) around the set (8). Four times. The third,
second and fourth couples promenade inside of set and face out in the
order named.
Fourth figure
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Commence figures with music. Join hands, circle to the left (8
measures); first couple promenade around the outside of set, a la cake
walk (8); first couple inside of set, six hands around (8); four ladies
cross right hands in center, left hand to gent’s right, promenade around
in a star (cake walk) (8); third couple promenade around, outside, cake
walk (8); third couple inside of set, six hands around (8); four gents
cross right hands in center, left hand to lady’s right, all promenade in
star, cakewalk (8).
No. 4, except circle to the left, is repeated by the second and fourth
couples, in the place of first and third. To finish, all forward and back.
Address center, a la cakewalk. All two-step around the hall.
Publishing companies put out books on how to do a cakewalk and
minstrel program. They were scripted of course. We find such a book
published by the “Whitmark Amateur Minstrel Guide and Burnt Cork
Encyclopedia.” By Frank Dumont in 1899.
The popularity of the cakewalk reached even to the office of the
President of the United States and the White House.
WHITE HOUSE FROLIC
President Steps a Dance to Ragtime Tune.
Led In A Christmas Cakewalk.
Pranced Down the Line to the Strains of “A Hot Time: - Virginia Reel
Started the Fun-Senator Lodge Entered Heartily into the Revels in the
East Room.
President Roosevelt took part in the cakewalk and danced the
Virginia Reel in the White House on Christmas night as a finale to the
Christmas festivities, writes the Washington correspondent of the New
York World. Senator Lodge and some young people, invited guests, also
took part in the festivities.
The frolic took place in the historic East Room. Amid much
laughter the party formed for the Virginia Reel. The orchestra struck
up, and the president of the United States led the dance up and down
the line, executing many fancy steps.
Mrs. Roosevelt and the other ladies in the party were almost
hysterical over then antics of the president, who entered into the dance
with all his accustomed spirit. The president chassed, sidestepped and
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“balanced all,” while the little Roosevelt boys gave vent to bowls of
merriment.
Following the president came Henry Cabot Lodge, United States
senator from Massachusetts, usually stald, dignified, stately. On
Christmas night he forgot all this and danced with all the vim and
abandon of his young son, who was present. The Roosevelt children
guyed the senator just as they had their father.
For thirty minutes the reel was danced. Then the orchestra struck
up “There’ll Be a Hot Time.” The guests yelled and some one started a
cakewalk. The president chose a partner and led the cakewalk down the
long East Room, executing fancy, buck and wing steps, while others in
the party clapped “juba.”
“Go it, pop,” yelled the Roosevelt children. Mrs. Roosevelt
laughed until the tears came to her eyes. After a few minutes of “A Hot
time” the orchestra began play ‘Whistling Rufus,” a real cakewalk
tune, and the entire party joined in the contest. The young son of
Senator Lodge soon demonstrated that he was the star cakewalker, and
the president allowed him to lead. After the cakewalk came an oldfashioned country square dance. (Kansas City Gazette, 1899)
The Vanderbilts were champions of the cakewalk and even took
dancing lessons to perfect their performance of the cakewalk. In the
Lawrence, Kansas Daily Journal of January 14th, 1902 we read:
Cake Walk At Biltmore
Millionaires Amuse the House Party with Negro Melodies
A Breakdown
The Sunday school of All Souls Church, Biltmore had its
Christmas tree celebration the other evening. Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Vanderbilt officiated. Mr. and Mrs. Vanderbilt delayed their departure
for New York a day in order to be present at the affair.
Mrs. Vanderbilt was deeply interested in the idea of arranging a
surprise for Mr. Vanderbilt for Christmas Eve. It was at first her idea
to have the choir of All Souls’ church of Biltmore to sing outside the
windows of the banquet hall of Biltmore house. It was found, however,
that many members of the choir had made other arrangements for the
evening, and then a bright idea was suggested: “Why not give a cake
walk?”
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Consequently, on Saturday night a company of colored people
appeared at Biltmore house and delighted Mr. And Mrs. Vanderbilt
and their guests by giving an exhibition consisting of a regular old-time
cake walk, figure dancing, quartet singing, and a lively old Virginia
breakdown. The troupe consisted of eight couples.
Mrs. Vanderbilt was genuinely amused by the exhibition and Mr.
Vanderbilt laughed heartily and applauded vigorously.
The exhibition was given in the banquet hall, which was cleared
of all furniture except chairs for the guests, which were placed at the
organ end of the hall. After the colored people had finished the
programme for the occasion, Mrs. Vanderbilt called for several oldtime Negro melodies, which were sung. After the performance the
colored people played while the Vanderbilt house party danced.
The entertainment was kept up until Christmas morning.
In 1909 dancer-musician Sidney Easton was working with
“Thompson’s Wild West Show,” a small white company that featured 4
horses. The show had a “Jig Top” where Easton and a few others did
the Buck and eccentric dancing as well as the cakewalk. Cakewalking in
a white circus was a step up for Negro dancers, but it did not last, and
as the cakewalk lost popularity in the teens, the circuses dropped it.
The cakewalk contest became such a popular part of minstrel
shows and musical revues that promoters took it off the professional
stage and into amateur contests. Cakewalk contests popped up
nationwide and worldwide. These contests, in turn, fed back into the
professional shows, with victors sometimes winning vaudeville
bookings.
On the vaudeville stage some performers became known as
cakewalk virtuosos. No major black musical or revue could succeed
without a cakewalk number.
The vaudeville team of Williams and Walker continued to be
associated with the cakewalk. Their act, which employed a drum-major
cakewalk leader and seven parading couples, featured Walker’s grace
as a dancer and Williams’ comic, feigned bumbling attempts to imitate
the steps of the others.
Walker has been described as the:
“Spick and Span Negro, the last word in tailoring, the highest
stepper in the smart coon world. How the fellow did prance in the
cakewalk, throwing his chest and his buttocks out in opposite
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directions, until he resembled a pouter pigeon more than a human
being.”
Walker was also described by dancer Walter Crumbley as: “the
greatest of the strutters, and the way he promenaded and pranced was
something to see.” Walker also has been credited as the man who
“turned the Strut into the Cakewalk and made it famous.”
It was the cakewalk that was their trademark. Williams and
Walker made the cakewalk not only popular, but also fashionable. By
making the cakewalk both popular and fashionable, they paved the way
for many dances to come.
The show Darktown Follies of 1913, the show that introduced
jBallin’ the Jack, also a dance called the Texas Tommy, had a cakewalk
as its finale.
Sousa got into the act and was among the first bandleaders to
recognize the adaptability of the march-like cakewalk to performance
by brass bands, featured cakewalk syncopation in his 1900 performance
at the Paris Exposition and the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair. The
cakewalk was so successful for Sousa’s that he even advertised for
composers to submit new songs to him. While in Paris, Sousa’s
performance of cakewalks was heard by Claude Debussy, which
resulted in “The Golliwog’s Cakewalk.
The relationship that was cultivated between the cakewalk,
minstrels and the coon song was an exceedingly uneasy one. Coon
songs, later to be adopted by ragtime, grafted caricatured titles and
lyrics onto cakewalk music to create a most curious hybrid, including
such songs as “Rastus on Parade,” De Darkey Cavaliers,’ and ”Kullud
Koons’ Kake Walk.”
“The Cake Walk In Vienna
Its Figures and History Amusingly
Described by the Paris Correspondent
of Die Zeit.”
“If the prognostication of the Paris correspondent, of Die Zeit of
Vienna comes true, the emphatic steps and nimble strutting of the
“cake-walk” will soon absorb the attention of the Austrian capital.
According to die Zeit’s correspondent, it is to M. Houdique of Paris that
the honor is due of introducing “the great American dance” to
Europeans. M. Houdique has forced the “cake-walk” within the
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limitations of a regular dance, which may be taught by figures. Its
history and description imparted by the French dancing master to the
representative of Die Zeit are as follows:
“The ‘cake-walk’ was invented by the Negroes, and was originally
‘a walk.’ For many years a planter gave a feast, to which he invited a
wealthy Negro and his wife, who lived in New York. This couple were
so overdressed and so conceited and insolent that they were met
everywhere with derision. They furthermore caused attention on
account of their ridiculous walk.
When the pair left the plantation, the host told is slaves that the
next week he would give another party, and would present a cake to the
couple who copied best the walk and grotesque bearing of his guests.
After this, at every gathering, the ‘cake-walk’ was danced, and the
white people began to learn it. Elkk’s (a Paris dancer) father was a
whisky manufacturer who kept hundreds of Negroes. The boy, after
learning the dance thoroughly, came to the idea to regulate the dance to
figures, to obtain music for it, and to become a professional ‘cakewalker.’ The dance is always performed in pairs, and the couple who
introduce the most fanciful figures receive the prize, which is always a
cake. The principal rules are: 1 - a pronounced bending back of the
trunk, 2 - to keep both arms outstretched horizontally, 3 - to lift the legs
very high at each step.
Figure I - The gentleman and lady, standing side by side, the body
bent back, the arms stretched out, dance, while they lift their knees as
high as possible. This is the rule to be followed in every figure.
Figure II - The gentleman stands before the lady and searches for
a glance from her eye, while at every step he changes from right to left
and vice versa.
Figure III - The lady stands before the gentleman; she looks at
him over her left shoulder.
Figure IV - The lady and gentleman, with their bodies held as in
Figure 1, dance side by side, but the gentleman backward, the lady
forward; that is, the one facing the other.
Figure V - The lady and gentleman, with arms stretched forward,
dance side by side; but in such a way that at one step they face each
other and at the next they are back to back.
Figure VI - The gentleman encircles the lady with his left arm and
the couple dance forward.
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After each couple has passed through these figures, they
form a line; and in the position described in Figure I, dance very
animatedly. The pair who dance with the most grace and fantasia
receive the prize.”
The Cakewalk, its beginnings on a plantation in the South,
has now become a worldwide dance and has crystallized into a definite
art form. We find some coming forth who claim to be the originators of
the Cakewalk. There are two such people that we can read about. The
first, Peter Dickinson, is written about in the Sept. 17, 1901 Metronome:
“Origin Of The Cakewalk”
The home of “Doc” Brown, the champion cakewalker, might be
interested in knowing the origin of the cakewalk, which has spread in
popularity until it has captured so many nationalities of so many
different climes that the sun never sets over its domain. Of course, it is
of Negro origin, but as to whom the honor of being its originator
belongs little if anything has been written. The first to suggest a
cakewalk was a white man - the first to capture the prize was a Negro.
Polk Miller, who is considered authority on Southern Negroes
and their dialect, passed through Kansas City not long ago, and in
conversation with a Times reporter said that Virginia, “the mother of
States and statesmen,” was also the birthplace of the cakewalk.
In 1875 a man named Peter Dickinson, who resides five miles east
of Richmond, in Henrico County, Virginia, gave a neighborhood
cornshucking in commemoration of its birthday. Everyone, both white
and black, for miles around was invited to this function, and as was
always customary on an occasion of this kind, a big supper was served,
in which “the little brown jug” took no minor part. A Negro in
Richmond, hearing of the affair, donned his best bib and tucker and
went out just to show, as he said, “dem country niggahs how city folks
ax.” If you have ever noticed a colored man on dress parade you have
observed that he has an indescribable affected saunter, assumed for the
occasion. The man from Richmond was no exception to the rule, and
before the feast was over which followed the cornshucking, Mr.
Dickinson announced that he would give his birthday cake to the one
who came nearest to imitating the black Ward McAllister’s walk. The
contest was started and provoked so much merriment that the cakewalk
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immediately proved its popularity as a means of amusement. Its glory
increased, instead of being dimmed by age, and to day the cakewalk,
which originated in a barn, is danced in the homes of the most elite of
nearly every nation under the sun.”
One may believe this article or not. Another article, in the Feb. 6,
1905 New York Times gives another credit for the cakewalk’s origin:
Original Cakewalk Man
Negro Minister, Dying of Exposure,
So Describes Himself.
Special to the New York Times.
MOUNT VERNON, N.Y. Feb. 5. The Rev. John Morris, colored,
of New York, who says that he was the originator of the cakewalk, is
dying in the Mount Vernon Hospital as the result of exposure. He was
picked up in a dazed condition in Stevens Avenue Saturday night, and
says that he was on his way from New York to the Baptist church in this
city when he was overcome.
Morris, who gives his age as eighty-one, says that he lived in
Mount Vernon forty years ago, and as his health has been failing of late
his one desire had been to visit his old home before he died. He asserts
that he worked for President Roosevelt’s parents, and recently paid the
president a visit at the White House. In his younger days, he says, he
was a minstrel, and while on the stage first introduced the cakewalk to
a New York audience.”
Of course we will never find the person who ‘invented’ the
cakewalk. We can only give approximate times as to the evolution of an
art and can only say that the cakewalk’s beginning was on the
plantations of the South, its birth was more of an evolutionary process.
We place it before the Civil War and sometime after slaves were
brought to America. “One of the main things that the cakewalk
accomplished has been overlooked. That is that it developed stage
dancing. During its beginnings the period was particular for eccentric
and comedy dancing,” so says, Fred Stone, a Negro entertainer, music
composer of Detroit. “Always the dances were done in the new jiggity
time, and they influenced clog, straight jig, Irish jig, soft shoe and the
George M. Cohan styles of footwork. Everyone was dancing Ragtime
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(sic: which meant the cakewalk) and the motif was to be found in the
original buck dancing.”
Ann Charters in her book “Bert Williams” gives a description of
the origin and development of the cakewalk:
“In the 1890’s the cakewalk was as popular as the Charleston, the
jitter-bug, and the twist were to be in later years. The origins of the
dance itself are uncertain, but it probably began on the slave
plantations. Since the high-kicking, prancing walk-around fitted
naturally into the rambunctious minstrel shows, “peregrinating for the
pastry” often became the grand finale parade by the entire cast. In 1877
Harrigan and Hart included the feature “Walking for dat cake, an
Exquisite Picture of Negro Life and customs,” among the acts in their
New York Theater. But the cakewalk craze didn’t catch fire until
several years later; when suddenly throughout the country appeared a
rush of cakewalk contests and extravaganzas. In 1892 the first annual
cakewalk Jubilee was instituted at Madison Square Garden, a threenight contest that featured variety acts as well as a national cakewalk
competition for dancers who had won small town contests. The
following year, Negro vaudevillians Charlie Johnson and Dora Dean
brought a new style and grace to the dance in Sam T. Jack’s touring
company, the Creole Show. They were so universally admired that the
Dramatic Mirror lowered its ban against printing Negro photographs
that were not paid advertisements and ran their picture over the
heading “Popular Colored Artists.” Johnson and Dean used a gimmick,
the ‘flicker kinetoscope,” to enhance their dancing. Wearing dark
formal clothes and white gloves, they would give the impression on the
stage of the whirl of a hundred hands and feet in the blur of the special
spotlight. Williams and walker were so impressed by Dora Dean’s
beauty that they wrote a song about her, with the chorus
Say, have you ever seen Miss Dora Dean,
She is the finest gal you’ve ever seen,
I’m a-goin’ try and make this gal my queen
Next Sunday mornin’ I’m goin’ to marry Miss Dora Dean.
Cakewalk acts, elaborate skits like Billie and Willie Farrell’s
“Cakewalk Wedding,” using different steps and poses to show the
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athletic couple’s flirtation, meeting, courtship, engagement, wedding,
and honeymoon, kept the dance popular in vaudeville. Isham’s
Octoroons show had a cakewalk finale in 1895-6, and in June 1897, the
Black Patti Company advertised its cake was:
“Made by the most prominent caterer in New York. A funny finish
to the walk is brought about by the entrance of a bad man who wants to
know why he was not invited. Razors and pistols are produced and the
walk ends in great confusion.”
The “bad man” finish was a forecast of an actual event at the
Annual Madison square Garden competition in September, 1897, when
angry negro contestants took the manager, John H. Jenkins, to the
nearby police station and argued unsuccessfully that racial prejudice
had influenced the awards.”
Charters goes on to remark about the team of Williams and
Walker:
“Williams and Walker are so strongly identified with the dance
that theater history has traditionally appointed them its originators, but
when they first came to New York they were only two of the many
blackface song and dance men who were using the cakewalk as part of
their act. The distinctiveness of their routine was the combination of
George'’ agility and finesse and Bert'’ clumsy shoulder-shrugging
ineptitude. Bert'’ humorous efforts were especially incongruous set
against the skill of the other dancers. Besides being a master of
eccentric steps, George rehearsed the small company of fourteen
dancers until their act at Koster and Bail'’ was unusually smooth and
lively. First he and Bert came on together and sang "coon" songs, and
then they left the stage to be followed by a drum major, jiggling a
baton. He led in a master of ceremonies, in dress suit and heavy
blackface, who introduced each of the seven fancifully, dressed couples,
who competed for the cake. When Williams and Walker finally came
back with two pretty girls with “the café au lait complexions,”
everything was set for them to win the cake with their ludicrous
burlesque of the others’ eccentric steps.”
Williams and Walker so impressed a prominent cigarette
manufacturer that he asked then to pose for an advertisement,
presumably to show that smoking his brand of cigarettes was as much
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fun as dancing the cakewalk. It was highly successful and the team was
asked to make another advertisement.
The polished cakewalk act of Williams and Walker that had
entertained the New York social scene was appearing before less
sophisticated - but enthusiastic - audiences, and Williams and Walker
and their “latest ebony specialties” seemed set. Their new show “A
Lucky Coon” was as successful as the other Negro companies touring
the nation which included: “Black Patti’s Troubadours,” “Cole and
Johnson’s “A Trip To Coontown,” Isham’s King Rastus” Another Cole
and Johnson show “Jolly Coon-ey Island,” and Hogan’s The King of
Coontown.”
After appearing with the Black Patti Show the team was given the
opportunity of appearing in an operetta, Clorindy, or The Origin of the
Cake walk.
The popularity and spread of the cakewalk was not limited to
dancing it or watching it. There began to appear other sources to
spread its fame. There were pictures on postcards as early as 1904. An
1893 trade card advertising of “American Negroes,” possum hunting,
banjo playing and cakewalking. In this advertisement the cakewalk
couple are elegantly dressed in pink and green, the woman smiling
coyly as her partner struts proudly by.”
This is given in the Journal of Social History by its author, Booke
Baldwin, in a 1981 article. The text in the back of the card states:
“The American Negro is a child of nature, and one of the most
entertaining, interesting and happy of beings. The Cakewalk, dance by
the couple, fond of display and gorgeous in their choice of colors, is
explained straightforwardly as a contest to determine the most graceful
and best of walkers, in which couples pass in serious and sober fashion,
to the accompaniment of music before judges who award a cake to the
most deserving.”
The couples appearing on this card were not depicted by the
artist as later cakewalk artist would depict a cakewalk couple. Later
artists would depict a couple in awkward and exaggerated postures,
and not showing them in costumes of such finery. The awkward
grotesque caricatures of Negro cakewalking couples became the norm
and a favorite category of many type advertisements of this era.
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The article also states that even children toys featured black
cakewalking characters. There was also a cakewalking game, “the
Cakewalk Game,” featuring on its cover a parade of couples dressed in
a rainbow array of colors with the man wearing an orange-checked suit
with blue cummerbund and red tie.
Currier and Ives, the New York firm, published a lithograph, in
1883, entitled “De Cakewalk” as one of their dozens of comic black
subjects, many being hung in American homes.
There were films released showing cakewalks and was used as a
subject on holiday greeting cards. Baldwin sates that: “Whatever the
popular medium be it a magazine ad proclaiming that Knox’s gelatin
takes the cake, or a postcard souvenir of the cakewalk on the Atlantic
City boardwalk, and other views of cakewalkers: (there were postcards
from Williams and Walker Cake Walk Postcards of the American
tobacco Company for advertising.)
The purpose of the caricature was the same, to portray
cakewalking blacks as buffoons who could never take that final step, no
matter how high-kicking, into white culture and high society” Baldwin
asks the question: “Why, of all the activities in which blacks engaged,
was cakewalking chosen as the subject of caricature? What did this
particular stereotype allow caricaturists to imply about blacks that
distorting other aspects of their life would not?”
Also produced were cakewalkers within the context of a
mechanical music box. A picture of two cakewalkers on a wood box
with a metal top, containing a strong clockwork movement, turn when
the box is would, the figures dancing to the music. Another music box
also features two dances that dance to the music when wound.
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Ex. 8 - Music Boxes depicting cakewalking couples

Surely it was because the cakewalk was the most popular dance
music of the era. It has been said that the cakewalk was done to show
white supremacy but usually the bottom line is - it made money for
those using it. It does show how popular the cakewalk had become and
how it became a worldwide fad.
Baldwin next states some material on the origin of the cakewalk:
“Researchers have not yet pinpointed the origin of the cakewalk,
but most believe that it began several decades before its widespread
popularity among whites and concomitant stereotyping in white
popular culture, in the slave quarters of southern plantations. Because
antebellum slave narratives were produced largely for their abolitionist
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propaganda value, they concentrated on the negative aspects of slave
life and devoted little attention to slave culture. Thus, though several
mention Christmas festivities and corn-shucking parties, few go into
detailed descriptions of the types of music and dances employed. It is
not surprising, therefore, that the cakewalk is not specifically
mentioned. However, when the researchers of the Federal Writers’
Project of the W. P. A. interviewed aged ex-slaves in the 1930’s, there
was no longer any need to suppress information about the happier
moments of slave life. Blacks could now reveal that in spite of living
under a system of repression and control unequalled in history, they
had retained a rich and vital culture. And in their reports, the cakewalk
is present.”
The W. P. A. Writers Project Interviews
In the W. P. A. project a number of ex-slaves were interviewed
and gave the following material:
1 - Louise Jones: “de music, de fiddles an’ de banjos, de Jews
harp, an’ all dem other things. Sech dancin’ you never did see befo.
Slaves would set de flo’ in turns, an’ do de cakewalk mos’ all night.”
2 - Georgia Baker: “Marse Allen used to sing this song to the
slave children: “Walk light ladies, De cake’s all dough: You needn’t
mind de weather, if de wind don’t blow. She then laughed and added,
Us didn’t know when he was singin’ dat tune to us chillun dat when us
growed up us would be cakewalkin’ to de same song.”
3 - Estella Jones: “Cakewalkin’ wuz a lot of fun durin’ slavery
time. Dey swept de yards real clean and set benches for de party.
Banjos wuz used for music makin’. De womens wor long, ruffled
dresses wid hoops in ‘em and de mens had on high hats, long split-tailed
coats, and some of em used walkin’ sticks. De couple dat danced best
got a prize. Sometimes de slave owners come to dese parties’ cause dey
enjoyed watchin’ de dance, and dey ‘cided who danced de best. Most
parties durin’ slavery time, wuz give on Saturday night durin’ work
seasons, but durin’ winter dey wuz give on most any night.”
We find another description from the Virginia Writers’
Project, the “Negro in Virginia. We read:
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“The slaves would assemble en masse-dressed in their
Sunday best - with glowing tallow dips or pine knots forming a ring of
light. Master and mistress would be there, one of whom would award
the prize for the best “cuttin” of figgers.” Sometimes the mistress of the
big house would donate the prize cake; when provided by slave row, it
would be made often of cornmeal decorated with cabbage leaves, the
whole baked in ashes.”
An ex-slave by the name of Griffin, a fiddler who played for the
dances of the whites, also played for the “annual cakewalks of his own
people.”
Leigh Whipple, an 80-year-old black actor, in 1960 related a story
told him by a 70-year-old woman. She explained that she was still in
such good condition because her abilities as a “strut girl” had won her
an easier life than that enjoyed by most slaves. At her first plantation
her master watched her cakewalking for idle pleasure. She stated:
“Us slaves watched white folks’ parties where the guests danced a
minuet and then paraded in a grand march, with the ladies and
gentlemen going different ways and then meeting again, arm in arm,
and marching down the center together. Then we’d do it, too, but we
used to mock em, every step. Sometimes the white folks noticed it, but
they seemed to like it; I guess they thought we couldn’t dance any
better.”
This woman’s second master recognized her ‘value’ as a dancer;
he entered her and a partner in contests and wagered on them. When
she won, she received presents and special privileges.
Shephard Edmonds, in 1950 (he was an ex-ragtime entertainer)
stated:
“The cakewalk was originally a plantation dance, just a happy
movement they did to the banjo music because they couldn’t stand still.
It was generally on Sundays, when there was little work that the slaves
both young and old would dress up in hand-me-down finery to do a
high-kicking, prancing walk-around. They did a take-off on the high
manners of the white folks in the ‘big-house,’ but their masters, who
gathered around to watch the fun, missed the point. It’s supposed to be
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that the custom of a prize started with the master giving a cake to the
couple that did the proudest movement.”
From these accounts we can surmise that the message of the
cakewalk was more than a recreational dance; it was an outlet for
satirizing the manners of the whites who oppressed the Negro race. The
stories relate, with some satisfaction that those whites who thought
themselves superior to their slaves were so stupid that instead of
recognizing the satire aimed at them, they became unwitting champions
of it. While thinking that the dancing showed the blacks’ primitive
appreciation of white culture, (and showing this by depicting blacks in
grotesquely exaggerated version of them imitative dancing), it was
really the reverse, the black culture imitating in satire, and represented
the white culture in a way that only they could appreciate.
Anthropologist Harold Courlander, noted that the strut
(cakewalk) was a dance motif drawn from the black and not European
tradition. The syncopated rhythm of the cakewalk melody with its strict
march like character of the bass rhythm was somewhat like African
multi-rhythm music. I would disagree with this statement. African
music’s multi-rhythms complicated the idea of syncopation and it was
only when we have two parts creating a steady rhythm can we
crystallize the effect of a syncopated rhythm. The use of syncopation
throughout a complete composition was new to music and when heard,
one could tell that a new use of syncopated rhythm was being created.
The plantation Negro adapted a new style of music using the European
concept of harmony and meter and within this musical system
developed his own creative talents that resulted in styles like the
cakewalk.
There was criticism about the cakewalk in musical circles of
mostly classical music lovers. In the Music Courier of Sept. 13, 1899 we
read:
“…..The pabulum of theatre and summer hotel orchestras
is “coon” music-nothing but rag-time prevails-and to top all this
degeneration the cake walk, with its obscene posturings, its lewd
gestures and debasing influence, has literally dominated the public. No
seaside or mountain resort this past summer without its rag-time
orchestra, its weekly cakewalk. Worse yet, the fashionable idle folk of
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Newport and Bar Harbor, Narragansett Pier and elsewhere, have been
the chief offenders. Society has decreed that rag-time and cake walking
are “the thing,” and one reads with amazement and disgust of historical
and aristocratic names joining in this sex Dance.
Cakewalk Composers
A listing of cakewalk composers reads like a who’s who in
American popular music between the 1890’s and early 20th century.
Perhaps the most successful of these were Kerry Mills, Abe Holtzmann
and J. P. Lampe.
Kerry Mills
The most popular and influential composer of early Cakewalks
was Kerry Mills (1869-1948). Born in Philadelphia Mills was in the
music publishing business in New York for a number of years,
following trends in the popular music scene in the black music
traditions. Mills wrote what is called the most typical Cakewalk “At A
Georgia Campmeeting” in 1897. He was thought of as the most facile
and skilled commercial ragtime composer, and was capable of writing
in any popular idiom. He was successful because his music so
thoroughly synthesized musical materials. He used a regular march
structure of several strains, with repeats, bridges and trios effects and
combined them with pleasing melodies in his many Cakewalk hits.
These include “Rastus on Parade” (1905) one of the first big hits in the
Cakewalk genre; “Happy Days in Dixie” (1896), “Whistling Rufus”
(1899), and “Impecunious Davis” also in 1899. One of his biggest hits
was the popular tune “Red Wing” (1906), whose melody was taken
from Robert Schumann’s “The Happy Farmer.” His “Sun Bird” (1908)
never equaled the success of “Red Wing.”
All the Mills Cakewalks are equally facile and melodic. Mills
helped ignite a brief Cakewalk revival with his “Kerry Mills Cakewalk”
of 1915.
In the Musical Observer, Sept. 1914, Leo Oehmler writes about
the composition of Mills’ “Georgia Camp Meeting”:
“Mills was a teacher in New York and also played at dances and
receptions. Harassed with tone-deaf or careless pupils, as are many of
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our music teachers (including the writer), Mills one day announced to
his suffering fellow dance musicians, “That he intended to do something
desperate to extricate himself out of poverty and unsatisfactory musical
environments.” He did do something desperate! He wrote the “Georgia
Camp Meeting,” which, however, in all justice at art and to Mills, is a
clever little composition and far more meritorious than many of the
popular dances of to-day, and Mills could not have had the remotest
idea then, what a syncopate conflagration his original little composition
would ignite.
But, as the article informed us, Mill’s desperation did not end in
writing the “Georgia Camp Meeting.” He published it himself and
vended it, leaving copies at various music stores in the big metropolis.
At first the sales were insignificant and the fortune Mills expected
to “roll in” was not forthcoming.
So he, we were told, resorted to a clever ruse! He rigged himself
out in a swell suit of clothes, new patent leather shoes, silk hat, fancy
cane and other accessories, so that he looked as though he had just
shelled out of a bandbox. Then he visited each music dealer and each
vender of sheet music looked Kerry over, dumbstruck at his elegant and
prosperous appearance. They would intimate, “That business must be
good!”
“Yes!” Kerry would reply, “That Georgia Camp Meeting of mine
is going like wild-fire.”
“Is that so,” the dealer would reply, “why we are not having
much of a demand for it.”
Then Kerry would get excited and declare, “That Mr. So and So,”
(naming some dealer many miles away in another part of huge New
York) “was selling cart-loads of it” and that he, the dealer, should
follow suit and fill his window and show cases with “Georgia Camp
Meeting” and to talk it up to every customer that drops in.
And so Mills got the dealers interested in his once famous opus
and shortly thereafter the jolly tune had captured the world.
We were also told that Mills netted a snug fortune from its sales.
Be this story true or not, the fact remains, that after the advent of the
“Georgia Camp Meeting,” ragtime dances began to multiply, so that
now this jingling rhythm has become a veritable pest and there are as
yet no signs of any abatement of the evil. (Sic: again, the ragtime dance
was a cakewalk).”
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Abe Holzmann
Born in New York City of German ancestry, Abe Holzmann
(1874-1939) was conservatory trained and worked as a
composer/arranger in the popular music field. His most popular works
included: “Smokey Mokes,” (1899), “Bunch O’ Blackberries,” (1900)
and “Hunky Dory,” (1901). Sousa’s Band played all the latter
compositions.
An article appeared in the January 13, 1901 New York Herald
about Holtzmann:
“There is in this country at the present time a celebrated writer of
classical music whose propensity for composing darky dances has given
him an international reputation. His name is A. Holzmann and he is a
German of high musical education. His knowledge of bass and
counterpoint is thorough, and his standard compositions bear the
stamp of harmonic lore, which makes his proclivity for the writing of
the popular style of music the more remarkable. Still, he continues to
composer the latter, and with such unqualified success that his name
has now become associated with the leading successes in this line in the
country.
When John Philip Sousa raised his baton to the opening measures
of Composer Holzmann’s famous “Smoky Mokes,” last season, the
noted bandmaster’s audience was nonplussed. Then surprise gave way
to delight and vociferous applause. Persons in the audience consulting
their programmes discovered a new genius in their midst. From that
hour the name of Holzmann was a byword for American cakewalks,
and “Smoky Mokes” re-echoed upon the pianos of a million music
lovers. Then followed “A Bunch of Blackberries” and other famous
oddities in southern music by the same composer.
An interesting idea of the American love for the Dvorak theme in
plantation melody is seen in Composer Holzmann’s latest creation,
“Hunky Dory.” As may be gleaned from the accompanying extract of
this quaint composition, the music is a happy combination of the
cakewalk and the two-step. The melody is rhythmical and full of
jingling originality and tempts one’s feet to impulsive action. The
HERALD presents this unique creation to its readers from Composer
Holzmann’s original manuscript. The dance will be simultaneously
produced in England, France and Germany during the coming month,
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and is already in vogue with the leading orchestras and bands of this
country.”
J. Bodewalt Lampe
(Ribe Danmark)
(Pseudonym)
1869-1929
Born in Ribe, Denmark, Lampe came to the United States in 1873.
Lampe was conservatory trained and worked for Remick’s Publishing
Company as a composer/arranger/conductor in all areas of popular
music. His enduring “Creole Belles” was an archetypal cakewalk. He
was responsible for many arrangements of popular rags and music in
the ragtime tradition for orchestra and bands, mostly for Jerome H.
Remick’s publishing house. He ended his musical career as musical
supervisor for the Trianon Ballroom in Chicago and of director of his
own orchestra. Besides “Creole Belles,” his other more famous
compositions are “Georgia Sunset Cakewalk” (1908) was recorded by
Arthur Pryor’s band, and “Harmony Blues” (1917).
In an early issue of the “Metronome” there is a small article on
Lampe:
“J. Bodewalt Lampe, one of the best known arrangers in the East,
has been connected with J. H. Remick & Co. for the past 15 years as
chief of the arranging department of that house. Mr. Lampe first met
Mr. Remick during the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, when the
former’s composition, Creole Belles, was one of the timely hits. Since
that time Mr. Lampe has composed numerous other songs and
instrumental numbers, including Dixie Girl and The Hero of the
Isthmus; the latter being dedicated to Colonel Goethals, and several
descriptive numbers including A Day at the circus, Home Sweet Home
the World Over, and, Uncle tom’s Cabin. Under Mr. Lamp’s direction
the Remick department has arranged scores for such productions as
“The Chocolate Soldier,” “Adele,” “Little Boy Blue,” “The Midnight
Girl,” “The Passing Show of 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921 and 1922,” “Make
It Snappy,” “Jack and Jill,” and “Sally, Irene and Mary.” Mr. Lampe
was the originator of the symphonic arrangements of such popular
numbers as Carolina in the Morning, My Buddy, Barney Google, etc.,
which created much favorable comment throughout the country.
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Ex. 9 - From Uncle Tom’s Cabin

The Real Cakewalk - from the 1903 Edison Film Uncle Tom’s Cabin Center - Tom Fletcher
Ex. 9 - The Cakewalk Invasion of Europe - Germany
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Ex. 10 - The Cakewalk Invasion of Europe - Germany

Ex. 11 - The Cakewalk Movie

Five African Americans- three men and two women-perform a
cakewalk, a dance featuring fancy strutting that was named after the
prize awarded in the original contest. The dancers wear rather formal
attire, with the men in dark suits and black ties and the women in fulllength, high-collared dark dresses.
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Music of the Cakewalk
There are 23 examples relating to the history of the Cakewalk.
Beginning with some Minstrel songs presented are early cakewalks and
examples of the evolution of the Cakewalk to ragtime. One can see the
evolution of early instrumental Cakewalks as the style of ragtime
evolves. Also included is a Cakewalk that becomes a ‘coon’ song. The
era of the Cakewalk begins early in minstrel show as they present a
Negro dance at the end of a vocal rendition of a Negro ballad. This
dance becomes a Cakewalk dance. The Cakewalk begins to become the
national popular fad around 1895 and lasts until around 1903. A
revival happens in 1915 but lasts only a few months.
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Music Examples

Minstrel Songs:
Ex. 39 -1838 - Jim Along Josey - Minstrel Song (with dance)
Ex, 40 -1854 - Few Days - Minstrel Song
Ex. 41 - 1867 - Happy Uncle Joe - Minstrel Song - Cakewalk
Cakewalks:
Ex. 42 - 1877 - Walking For Dat Cake (First Cakewalk)
Ex. 43 - 1892 - Kullud Koons’ Kake Walk
Ex. 44 - 1895 - Cake Walk Patrol
Ex. 45 - 1895 - Rastus on Parade
Ex. 46 - 1896 - You’ve Been a Good Old Wagon - (1st Rag)
Ex. 47 – 1896 – Mister Johnson Turn Me Loose
Ex. 48 - 1896 - Remus Takes the Cake (Cakewalk)
Ex. 49 - 1897 - Georgia Camp Meeting
Ex. 50 - 1897 - Louisiana Rag & Two-Step
Ex. 51 - 1898 - The Cake-Walk In The Sky
Ex. 52 - 1899 - Bos’n Rag
Ex. 53 - 1899 - Hello Ma Baby
Ex. 54 - 1899 - Doc Brown’s Cake Walk
Ex. 55 - 1900 - Creole Belle
Ex. 56 - 1900 - Hunky-Dory
Ex. 57 - 1900 - Swipsey - Joplin
Ex. 58 - 1902 - Plantation Melody - Farwell - Wa-Wan Press
Ex. 59 - 1902 - The Cake Walk - Loomis - Wa-Wan Press
Ex. 60 - 1905 - The Cannon Ball
Ex. 61 - 1908 - King of Rags
Ex. 62 - 1909 - Kerry Mills Rag Time Dance
Ex. 63 - 1909 - Bunch O’ Blackberries
Ex. 64 - 1915 - Keep Moving
Ex. 65 - 1911 - The Black Man - Sousa
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Ex. 12 – Jim Along Josey – 1838
The melody uses only 5 notes of the pentatonic scale. The song itself is
followed by a lively ‘dance’ in which the comic actor had a chance to ‘do his stuff.’
The popularity of the song was doubtless due in large measure to the catchy tune of
the chorus. The song soon was used as a ‘play party song’ in the Middle West and
was admitted as a game even among those stricter sects that prohibited dancing.
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Ex. 14 – Few Days - 1854
Jenny Lind was brought to America by P. T. Barnum in 1850. She was a great
success and became a household name. While basically an opera singer, she composed
and sang on her concerts some Ethiopian songs – composing one – “Few Days” that
became very popular. The lyrics are by the famous Lucy Long, the first line being “Come
darkies all, we’ll sing a song, few days, few days. Subjects within the lyrics contain ideas
on Afro-Americans, political platforms and parties, progress and the know-nothing party.
When used by the Know Nothing Union the words state: “Our country now is great and
free, few days, few days,” and include subjects as patriotism, pride, and political
platforms. It became a United American song with lyrics: “a subtle foe has plotted along,
few days, few days” and contained lyrics on campaigns, battles, political elections, ballots
and patriotism.
Know Nothing Union Song: (1854)
Our country now is great and free, few days
We’ll battle innovation, few days.
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United American’s Song
A subtle foe has plotted along, few days
While we in emulation, few days.
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Ex. 15 – Happy Uncle Joe – 1867 – J. G. Hunting
This song is a typical minstrel song having a solo first part and an arrangement for
a male vocal quartet, making it very suitable for a minstrel song. It has little syncopation
but does use the cakewalk rhythm in a few bars.
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Ex. 16 - Walking For Dat Cake – 1877 – Dave Braham
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Ex. 17 – Kullud Koons’ Kake Walk – 1892 – D. Emerson
Originally published as a banjo piece, later transcribed for piano. It was written as
a display of virtuoso piece by a banjo soloist, this simple cakewalk is a hybrid of folk
rhythms and melodic motives without the complex ‘folded” structure of ragtime and with
only rudimentary syncopation. It seems peculiar synthesis of Irish jigs and
march/cakewalk styles, which recalls that one of the earliest common terms for ragtime
was ‘jig-piano.’ The piece, available as a banjo solo, piano solo, or banjo-piano duet, is
obviously resigned as an exhibition piece for banjo virtuoso, and even in the piano version
it retains the sound of the plucked instrument.
This piece does not anticipate later jazz styles but harks back to minstrel music and
folk tunes. Un-sophisticated and direct, its analogues are not with jazz styles which arouse
in the next generation but with the continuing stream of folk/ragtime which developed
into popular country music – the work of string bands, southern songsters and hokum
bands of the 1920s.The song was quickly identified with the dance music known as the
cakewalk, and suddenly there was a flurry of cakewalk music – essentially marches for
piano, but with a lilting insistence borrowed from brief, syncopated source tunes.
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Ex. 18 – Cake Walk Patrol – 1895 – William Krell
A patrol is a march using dynamic characteristics of crescendo and decrescendo. It
is in the form of a syncopated march style portraying inept black soldiers and was staple
of the minstrel stage. William Krell, one of the most popular and successful composers of
his day wrote ‘Cake Walk Patrol’ in 1895. It is labeled a two-step. By its use of united
syncopation it pointed the way to ragtime. Cakewalk rhythm is found in the last section,
which after a transposition, is repeated to end the song. This song exhibits the rhythm’s of
ragtime, and qualifies as one of the earliest, if not the earliest published rag. The ‘Cake
Walk Patrol makes extensive use of untied syncopation in the early sections.
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Ex. 19 – Rastus on Parade – 1895 – Kerry Mills
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Syncopation in ‘Rastus’ is used sparingly in the introduction and in bar 13,but its
style illustrates the evolution from the march to the cakewalk primarily the inclusion of
Negro rhythm into the march form. Characteristic of early published Negro style music is
the use of the cakewalk rhythm or syncopated rhythm in bar 13, used very frequently.
Ex. 20 – You’ve Been A Good Old Wagon – 1896 – Ben Harney
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Written by vaudevillian Ben Harney in 1896, ’Wagon’ It probably the first
American popular music piece that could be said to have elements of ragtime. We find the
cakewalk rhythm in the introduction and in the first tow sections. There is a Negro dance
presented in the fourth section. ‘Wagon’ is one of the earliest examples of the birth of
ragtime.
In putting this song on paper he enlisted a Mr. John Biller, who wrote down the
melody for Harney. It is said that this song was the first rag that the world ever saw. It
was used by Harney as accompaniment to his famous ‘stick dance.’
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Ex. 21 – Mister Johnson Turn Me Loose – c1896 – Ben Harney
This song became one of the most famous songs of the era. Harney remarked that
he got the idea for the song as follows: ‘
“It was in New York. Harney found himself in jail and couldn’t remember how he
got there. He searched in his pocket but not a red cent could he find. Just then a guard
passed by. I shouted, calling him Johnson. He stopped and I shouted again “Mistah
Johnson, turn me loose. I got no money, but a good excuse.”
All the prisoners caught the spirit of the words, and scores of hoarse voices
repeated it again and again.. I was sober enough to think it ought to make a good song.
Next day the words were being set to music.”
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Ex. 22 – Remus Takes the Cake – 1896-97 – Music by J. H. Ellis and words by W. H.
Becker – Cakewalk & Coon Song.
Trying to ‘cash’ in on the popularity of coon songs, some cakewalks had words
added to them. One good example of this process is ‘Remus Takes the Cake.’ Originally
published as a cakewalk in 1896, marked ‘characteristic March and two-step Dance,’ and
the tempo is given as ‘Tempo di Marcia,’ the piece was successful. The cakewalk rhythm
is found in the 3rd section. In 1897 it was published with the same name, using the melody
of the 2nd section of the cakewalk with added words. The two covers are different’ the
cakewalk has a picture of a Negro dressed up holding a cake. The coon song has a picture
of coon singer Josephine Sabel with words written by W. H. Becker. The cakewalk has 5
sections while the coon adaptation has only an introduction; a section using the melody of
the 1st section of the cakewalk; the 3rd section is the same as the 2nd section of the cakewalk
but with lyrics added.
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Ex. 23 – Georgia Camp Meeting – 1897 – Kerry Mills
Written as a ‘two-step, polka or cakewalk’ it is in reality a perfect characteristic
cakewalk. Kerry Mills, born in Philadelphia in 1869, was perhaps the most popular
composer of popular American music in his lifetime, stated: ‘This march was not
intended to be a part of the religious exercise, but when the young folks got together they
felt as if they needed some amusement. A cakewalk was suggested and held in a quiet
place – hence this music.’ Mills’ career reflected the changing trends in American popular
music from 1895 to 1915.He was a skillful and prolific composer capable of writing in any
popular idiom. His most lasting composition might be ‘Red Wing.’ Mills compositions
were the antecedent of classic ragtime and they indicate a bridge between the old two=step danced to Sousa’s ‘Washington Post March and Two-step’ and the emerging styles of
a black-derived dance called the cakewalk. In Mills’ music, unlike the grotesque ‘coon’
songs of the era, the Negro is a medicum of dignity and individuality. His sheet music
cover (again unlike the ‘coon’ song covers of this era), are carefully conceived and
executed, designed to emphasize the title, the composer’s name and a distinct ‘Negro
image’ without resorting to a complex apparatus of symbolism. ‘Georgia’ was the biggest
of cakewalk hits and is based on the Civil War tune ‘Our Boys will shine Tonight.’ In
‘Georgia’ one can see the influence of the cakewalk ancestor – the march , and it is band
music and not in the keyboard idiom.
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Ex.24 – Louisiana Rag - 1897 – T. Northrup
It is said to be the first true ragtime composition published for piano. Northrup
worked as an arranger for Thompson Music Co. Northrup seemed to have had a special
interest in syncopation. He also wrote: ‘Two Happy ‘coons,’ ‘Night on the Levee,’ and
‘Plantation Echoes.’ Section A weaves the aura of the lost south, so prevalent in many
early ‘characteristic instrumental arrangements. The bass movement here is
extraordinary for such an early rag and C is most heavily syncopated. Interestingly, there
is printed an easy rendition of the piece and an arrangement for the banjo.
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Banjo Part
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Ex. 25 – The Cake Walk in the Sky – Ben Harney
Ben Harney was born in 1872 and died in 1938. It was thought that Harney was
Negro but tracint his blood line shows he was Caucasian. He was light skinned with red
hair. This song provided the first written example of vocal ragging (early scat) He enlisted
the help of a John Biller to write musically his songs. In the “Theatre” of Feb. 1, 1911 it is
stated that “The originator of ragtime is Ben Harney.”
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Ex. 26 – Bos’n Rag – 1899 – Fred Stone
Possibly one of the first true classic rags. It was published in 1899, about the same
time as the Maple Leaf Rag of Scott Joplin. It uses tied syncopation, a trait of classic rags
incorporated later in 1906. Usually these early cakewalks and or rags would use united
syncopation, making this particular rag not only very interesting but important in its own
right. It also shows the progress made in the evolutionary process where there is less
evidence of the march and traditional cakewalk rhythm, into the rhythms and character
of a very early rag, much more than the characteristic cakewalk rhythms used in the
Mississippi Rag, which is considered, historically a very important piece.
The composer, Fred Stone and his orchestra, monopolized the Detroit
entertainment and social world to almost complete exclusion of white performers up until
the 1920s. The black musicians of Detroit were organized first and the white musicians
union for admission, a position that was a reverse of the national trend. Stone died in the
middle 30s. His hold on music jobs continued well into the 20s when the ‘name’ bands
began to overtake the Stone Empire.
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Ex. 27 – Hello My Baby - 1899 – Howard/Emerson
No less than Johann Brahms was a fan of ragtime. He heard a lady performer
playing the banjo and singing a ragtime song in a bight club. He remarked how he really
loved the rhythmic structure. Unfortunately Brahms died before he was able to use the
rhythm. Brahms was a great user of syncopation in his music and perhaps in his own
way, paved the way for the syncopated, rhythmic music of jazz. This arrangement begins
with three sections of unfamiliar melodies but ends with the fourth section using the wellknown melody of ‘Hello My Baby.” This piece is an example (along with Alexander’s
Ragtime Band) of the ragtime style filtering into Tin Pan Alley and American popular
music. It uses the cakewalk rhythm in i9ts main melody.
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Ex. 28 – Doc Brown’s Cake Walk – 1899 – Charles Johnson
Published in 1899 by the J. W. Jenkin’s music store in Carthage, Missouri, it gained
some fame when Sousa came to town, it was arranged for the ‘March King’ to play it. The
number was named after an old, eccentric colored fellow who wore a swallowtail coat,
carried a cane, and wore a plug hat. He would cakewalk on the street for a nickel or dime.
Jenkins photographed him for the cover of the music published. Charles Johnson, was a
successful writer of cakewalks and rags, his most famous songs being: “Dill Pickles,” and
“Teasing the Cat,” said to be the last rag written in 1918 that found any popularity, as the
Jazz song was now the fad of the land.
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Ex. 29 – Creole Belles – 1900 – J. B. Lampe
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Ex. 30 – Hunky Dory – 1900 – Abe Holzmann
Marked as a characteristic cakewalk, march and two-step this piece is a great
example of a cakewalk of the era, using the cakewalk rhythm throughout. Written by
the famous Abe Holzmann who is credited with many ragtime pieces during this era.
His most famous being “Smokey Mokes.” This was one of the favorites of the Sousa
Band.
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Ex. 31 – Swipesy – 1900 – Scott Joplin/Arthur Marshall
This piece is notated as a cakewalk on the cover of the music. Most ragtime
publications were published for almost any musical combination that could possibly be
assembled. A portion of the literature was for solo piano. Scott Joplin assisted a young
composer in writing a cakewalk that was soon published, listing both Scott Joplin and his
young pupil Arthur Marshall. The song ‘Swipesy’ is well-known as a piano solo rag, but
like most cakewalks, it is well able to sound good as an instrumental arrangement.
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Ex. 32 – Plantation Melody – 1902
Arthur Farwell, American composer and educator was born in St. Paul, Minn.
April 23, 1872. He received an academic musical education and taught in many great
American Universities. Farwell established the Wa-Wan Press in 1901 that
championed the cause of establishing an American school of composers using
American musical sources for thematic material. He died in 1952.
Plantation Melody is a simple, short piece of 24 measures - written using materials
from what was considered to be Negro style. There is a use of the cakewalk rhythm
and is played in a ‘dreamy with motion” half note – 66 mm. The form is A B A with the
use of the compositional technique of sequence (see bars 10-12). The melody was
harmonized by Farwell and one can hear that this rather simple piece is well
constructed and is the work of a very capable composer.
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Ex. 33 – The Cakewalk – 1902 – H. W. Loomis
H. W. Loomis, born in 1865 and died in 1930, was a pupil of Dvorak. Through
Dvorak’s influence Loomis became interested in Negro melodies. Loomis wrote a number
of operas and had an interest in writing music for children. His ‘Cakewalk’ is published
as a duet between teacher and student and while it is an easy piece of music to play it has
very interesting harmonies and uses syncopation extensively. It was written in 1902.
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Ex. 34 – Cannon Ball – 1905 – Jos. C. Northup
One of the most popular of the early rags written by a still unknown (who is not to
be confused with Theo. Northrup), and arranged by Thomas R. Confare, who
collaborated on a follow-up entitled Bombshell Rag. Section A is a floating folk theme, as
it appears in Mullen’s Levee Rag of 1902 and in Tournade’s Easy Money of 1904. Section
B is blazingly pianistic which starts with a dramatic circle-of-fifths and climaxes in a fast,
downward run of treble triads.
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Ex. 35 – King of Rags – 1908 – Sherman Swisher
Written in 1908 by Sherman Swisher it is notated as a ‘rag.’ It has been written that
this piece they had ‘fobbed’ on the American public as ragtime. The public, at this time,
(the music buying public), made no real distinction between the cakewalk and the rag, the
two terms used capriciously by the music industry.
We find little use of the cakewalk rhythm, the rhythm being found only in 2 bars of
section C and 1 bar of section B. There is use of untied syncopation (ex: bar 11 of section
A and the beginning of section B). The piece uses a steady rhythm in the bass and above a
syncopated melody, an element of ragtime. It is closer to a rag than a cakewalk and
contains elements of a secondary rag. It is given here to show the evolution to secondary
rags. The use of the triplet figure used throughout is seldom found in the cakewalks
(exception: Doc Brown’s Cakewalk). Another element of ragtime is found – the use of a a
’break’ – see bars 4 and 5 of section A.
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Ex. 36 – Kerry Mills Ragtime Dance – 1909
Written by the most successful of cakewalk composers, Kerry Mills. The piece
is a more developed cakewalk, using the cakewalk rhythm almost exclusively in the
2nd section. It shows the ambiguity of term used to describe either cakewalks or
rags. The theme from the 2nd section is repeated in section 3 (after a brief trio
section of 8 bars which acts as a sort of transition to the 4th section. The first section
uses the syncopation seen in the secondary rags but immediately followed by the 5th
section in cakewalk style. With the section repeated in section three. The trio of 8
bars is interesting as it uses figures first played by the treble instruments, then by
the lower instruments repeated three times. This piece becomes important as a
transition between the cakewalk style and the developed rag style. Kerry Mills was
most noted for his cakewalks but was capable of writing in any of the popular styles
of the day. He seemed not to want to give up the cakewalk style as seen in this
composition and his attempted revival of the cakewalk style in 1915.
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Ex. 37 – Bunch O’ Blackberries – 1900 – Abe Holtzmann
Published in 1900 and marked ‘cakewalk/two-step’ “Bunch O’ Blackberries” is a
traditional cakewalk using the characteristic rhythm of the cakewalk and its traditional
appearance in the 13th and 14th measures of the first section. It is written in 5 sections with
a transitional ‘break’ before the last section. Section 1 is repeated as section 3 and section
2 repeated in section 5. This cakewalk was a favorite of the Sousa Band.
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Ex. 38 – 1915 – Keep Moving - William White
There seems to be a small cakewalk revival in 1915 with the publication of a
number of cakewalks. The cakewalk had faded in the early years of the 20th century.
“Keep Moving,” written by William white, uses the cakewalk rhythm throughout but
introduces a dotted-rhythm figure, a characteristic of the maturing ragtime style as well
as tied syncopation, also in the ragtime idiom. The tradition of the use of the cakewalk
rhythm in the 13th and 14th measures of the 1st section I adhered to. The cover shows a
more realistic view of Negroes doing the cakewalk dance.
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Ex.39 – 1911 – John Philip Sousa
Sousa wrote, in 1910, a band suite entitled “Dwellers of the Western World.”
It contained three sections: “The Red Man,” “The White Man,” and “The Black
Man.” The third section “The Black Man” uses the cakewalk rhythm and is a
musically developed cakewalk.
The suite, used by Sousa on his European tour was designed to depict the
three main races on the American continent. To do so, Sousa uses what might be
called “genre music,” music adopting elements which are associated with these
people’s music. The results are pleasant, but some will be too aware of an element
of stereotyping in the music. The music is rather naïve, and not as memorable as the
average Sousa march. It was inspired by Sousa’s travels across the United States.
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Cakewalks
1883 - Sam Johnson’s Colored Cake Walk
1891 - The Darkies Dream
1892 - The Cotton Field Dance
1892 - The Virginia Skedaddle
1894 - Honey, Don’t Sigh!
1896 - Sambo at the Cakewalk
1896 - Remus Takes the Cake
1896 - Happy Days In Dixie
1896 - The New Bully
1896 - The Nicodemus Two Step
1896 - The Darkey’s Paradise
1896 - Yer Baby’s A Comin’ To Town
1897 - The Shuffling Coon
1897 - If That Ain’t Winning A Home - Coon/Cakewalk
1897 - Johnson Wins the Cake
1897 - Hannah’s Promenade
1897 - Louisiana Rag & Two-Step
1898 - The Coon’s Breach of Promis - song & Cakewalk
1898 - My Honolulu Lady (Chorus Cakewalk)
1898 - South Carolina Tickle
1898 - Rastus Thompson’s Rag-Time Cakewalk (name only)
1898 - Give Cinda the Cake
1898 - Levee Revels
1898 - Mr. Johnson, Don’t Get Gay
1898 - Eli Green’s Cakewalk
1898 - De Ole Time Cake Walk (no CW rhythm)
1899 - A Florida Cracker
1899 - Policy Sam
1899 - The Possum Barbecue
1899 - Strutting Jasper
1899 - Uncle Jerry’s New England 2 step & C.W.
1899 - The Hottest Ever
1899 - The Sun Do Move
1899 - FFV Two Step
1899 - Ole Napper’s Hick’ Nut Dance
1899 - Manila Belle
1899 - Kareless Koon
1899 - The Jolly Coon
1899 - Walkin’ On De Rainbow Road
1899 - Dusky Dinah
1899 - Way Down South
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1899 - Nicoldemus And His Banjo
1899 - Darktown Is Out To-Night
1899 - Hog-Town Pig-Paninnies
1899 - Old Jasper’s Cake Walk
1899 - No Cake Comes Too High For Me
1899 - Darkeys Rendezvous
1899 - The Cotton Pickers
1899 - The Darkies Delight
1899 - Impecunious Davis
1899 - A Jolly South Carolina Cakewalk
1899 - Miss Cinda’s Walk
1899 - Darktown is out to-night
1899 - Lisa Skinner-The Cake Walk Winner
1899 - Jemima’s Wedding Day
1899 - His Rag-Time Walk Won The Prize
1899 - Walkin’ on de Rainbow Road
1899 - His Ragtime Walk Won The Prize
1899 - Ma Ragtime Baby
1899 - Coon Hollow Capers
1899 - Alabama Dream
1900 - Dusky Troopers
1900 - A Little On The Rag-Time
1900 - Huckleberry Fin Cakewalk
1900 - Looney Coons
1900 - Loquatias Moll
1900 - Hunky-Dory
1900 - Darktown Excitement
1901 - Raz Mataz
1901 - Dem White Pants At A Swell Cakewalk
1901 - Sam Johnson’s Band
1901 - I Got Mine
1901 - Hop-Lee
1901 - The Mobile Prance
1902 - Chocolate Drops
1902 - Trombone Johnson
1903 - Ebony Flyer
1903 - Main Gazabo
1903 - Coonville’s Cullud Band
1904 - Sambo and Dinah
1904 - A Hot Old Time In Dixie
1905 - Jolly Pickanninies
1906 - Throw Down Dat Key
1907 - Chicago Hustle
1908 - The Yankee Prince
1909 - Dixie Twilight
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1910 - Halley’s Comet
1910 - Chicken Reel
1911 - Hear the Pickaninny Band
1912 - Mandy’s Ragtime Waltz
1912 - The Darkey’s Wedding March
1913 - The Castle Walk
1913 - Amapa
1914 - Castles In Europe
1915 - Alabama Jubilee
1915 - Ebony Echoes
1915 - Pickin’ On De Ole Banjo
1918 - Some Smoke
1919 - At The High Brown Babies’ Ball
Arrangements in My Library
1877 - Walking for Dat Cake
1895 - Rastus on Parade
1895 - The Cakewalk Patrol
1896 - Uncle Eph’s Birthday
1896 - Fun On The Levee
1897 - Coontown Caper
1897 - At A Georgia Camp Meeting
1897 - Uncle Remus
1897 - Pickaninnies on Parade
1898 - Uncle Jasper’s Jubilee
1898 - Brother Gardner’s Cakewalk
1898 - Tennessee Jubilee
1899 - Bunch O’ Blackberries
1899 - Alabama Dream
1899 - A Warm Reception
1899 - A Warm Up In Dixie
1899 - Colored Aristocracy
1899 - Coon Band Contest
1899 - Cotton Picker’s Rag & Cakewalk
1899 - Doc Brown’s Cakewalk
1899 - Dusky Dudes
1899 - Ethiopian Mardi Gras
1899 - Happy Moses
1899 - Koonville Koonlets
1899 - Shuffling Jasper
1899 - Smokey Mokes
1899 - Southern Hospitality
1899 - Uncle Jasper’s Jubilee
1899 - Whistling Rufus
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1899 - Louisiana Rag
1900 - Swipsey
1900 - Trombone Johnson
1900 - Hunky Dory
1902 - A Nigger in the Fence
1902 - Kinklets
1902 - Black Smoke
1902 - Peaceful Henry
1903 - Coon’s Birthday
1902 - Cakewalk - Loomis
1904 - Mr. Black Man
1905 - Razzazza Mazzazza
1905 - Bethena Waltz- Joplin - Cakewalk waltz
1915 - Keep Moving
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